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Abstract 
Conventional migration methods, including reverse-time migration (RTM) have two weaknesses:  
first, they use the adjoint of forward-modelling operators, and second, they usually apply a 
crosscorrelation imaging condition to extract images from reconstructed wavefields. Adjoint 
operators, which are an approximation to inverse operators, can only correctly calculate traveltimes 
(phase), but not amplitudes. To preserve the true amplitudes of migration images, it is necessary to 
apply the inverse of the forward-modelling operator. Similarly, crosscorrelation imaging conditions 
also only correct traveltimes (phase) but do not preserve amplitudes. Besides, the examples show 
crosscorrelation imaging conditions produce strong sidelobes. Least-squares migration (LSM) uses 
both inverse operators and deconvolution imaging conditions. As a result, LSM resolves both 
problems in conventional migration methods and produces images with fewer artefacts, higher 
resolution and more accurate amplitudes. At the same time, RTM can accurately handle all dips, 
frequencies and any type of velocity variation. Combining RTM and LSM produces least-squares 
reverse-time migration (LSRTM), which in turn has all the advantages of RTM and LSM. 
In this thesis, we implement two types of LSRTM: matrix-based LSRTM (MLSRTM) and non-linear 
LSRTM (NLLSRTM). MLSRTM is a matrix formulation of LSRTM and is more stable than conventional 
LSRTM; it can be implemented with linear inversion algorithms but needs a large amount of 
computer memory. NLLSRTM, by contrast, directly expresses migration as an optimisation which 
minimises the 2 norm of the residual between the predicted and observed data. NLLSRTM can be 
implemented using non-linear gradient inversion algorithms, such as non-linear steepest descent and 
non-linear conjugated-gradient solvers.  
We demonstrate that both MLSRTM and NLLSRTM can achieve better images with fewer artefacts, 
higher resolution and more accurate amplitudes than RTM using three synthetic examples. The 
power of LSRTM is also further illustrated using a field dataset. Finally, a simple synthetic test 
demonstrates that the objective function used in LSRTM is sensitive to errors in the migration velocity. 
As a result, it may be possible to use NLLSRTM to both refine the migrated image and estimate the 
migration velocity.  
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1 Introduction 
Migration is a seismic processing technique which aims to move dipping reflections to their true 
subsurface positions and collapse diffractions, thus increasing spatial resolution and yielding an 
image of the subsurface geology (Yilmaz, 2001). Migration technology continues to advance, and 
reverse-time migration (RTM) is generally accepted as the best migration method currently available. 
However RTM still has limitations, most notably in terms of its amplitude treatment. In this thesis, 
these concerns will be addressed by implementing RTM using techniques based on least-squares 
inversion; we refer to this approach as least-squares reverse-time migration (LSRTM).  
In this chapter, the conventional migration methods and least-squares migration methods will be 
reviewed. 
1.1 Kirchhoff Migration 
Kirchhoff migration is a common, efficient and flexible migration method and based on the Kirchhoff 
integral, which is a solution to the homogeneous acoustic wave equation (derived from Green’s 
theorem) and can be written for a monochromatic wave as  
HZ = C[\ ∮ ^H __T `abcde, f + 2h%RKT6 abcde, i 	j ,                  (1.1) 
where  is wavenumber,		% is angular frequency,  is the wave path length from surface  to a 
point , R is density, and H and KT are the pressure and normal component of the particle 
velocity at the surface (Berkhout, 1982). Equation 1.1 shows that for constant-velocity fluid media, if H and KT are known on an arbitrary surface	, which encloses point	, then the pressure HZ at the 
point  can be calculated precisely. If the surface  consists of a plane I = 0 and an incomplete 
sphere like Figure 1.1, on which the waves take more than the maximum recording time to travel to 
the point , then the Equation 1.1 can be simplified to 
HZ = C'\ k H Clmn,,o cos 	 WBmn,	js ,                           (1.2) 
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where C is the plane I = 0 and 	 is the angle between t and u (Figure 1.1). This equation is 
the second form of the Rayleigh integral (Berkhout, 1982). The counterpart of Equation 1.2 in the 
time domain is 
HZ256 = C'\k ^vwxy,o H `5 − ,Qf + vwxyQ, __zH `5 − ,Qfi 	js ,             (1.3)                 
where { is the acoustic wave speed (Yilmaz, 2001). In Equation 1.3, the first term decays much 
faster than the second term. The contribution of the first term in turn is mainly on the nearfield. Thus, 
it is called the nearfield term. In the farfield, the contribution of the first term to the integral is 
negligible compared to the second term, the farfield term. As a result, Kirchhoff migration normally 
ignores the first term in Equation 1.3. For cases where the velocity is not constant, the time delay 
,Q 
is not easily calculated but can be obtained by either ray tracing methods (Červený and Pšenčík, 1983; 
Sava and Fomel, 2001) or numerical solution to the Eikonal equation with finite difference methods 
(Vidale, 1990; Popovici and Sethian, 2002). In summary, Kirchhoff migration can be implemented as 
follows: 
(1) For 3D migration, differentiate surface records with respect to time, or, for 2D migration 
apply a “square root” time differential operator (this can be implemented in the frequency 
domain as 45 degree phase shift and amplitude scaling proportional to the square root of the 
frequency).  
(2) Calculate the traveltime from the sources to the receivers via the reflectors using ray tracing 
or finite-difference methods. 
(3) Scale all the amplitudes with the obliquity factor cos 	 and the geometrical spreading factor 
(1/2{6 for 3D migration, or 1/2{6so for 2D migration) then sum them along a trajectory 
indicated by the ray paths. 
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Figure 1.1 A pressure field can be synthesised from the wavefield of a dipole distribution on a plane surface (Berkhout, 
1982). The closed surface  includes a plane C and an incomplete sphere '. The ‘+’ and ‘-’ sign pairs represent the 
pressure dipoles; t is the unit normal vector of the surface C; u is the vector from integral element C to point ; 
|| is the module of u; 	 is the angle between t and u. 
Unfortunately, the amplitude treatment in Step 3 is only approximate. A so-called “true-amplitude” 
formulation of common-shot Kirchhoff migration proposed by Keho and Beydoun (1988) and 
Hanitzsch (1997) is 
:2#, #*6 = C\ k h% vwx}e~Q#e~  Z#e~ ,#Z2#,#6 H2#, , #*, #,. , %6 WBm#e~ ,#l2#,#6%#,. ,        (1.4) 
where #, #,, #* and #,.  are the imaging position vector, the receiver position vector, the source 
position vector and the integral receiver position vector, respectively; : is reflectivity or the true 
image and H is the surface record; ,.  is the dip angle of the ray from # to #,. ; S2#,. , #6 and S2#, #*6 are traveltimes from the integral point to a reflector and from a reflector to the source, 
respectively.  
“True-amplitude” Kirchhoff migration calculates the Green’s function more accurately than the 
normal implementation of Kirchhoff migration given by Equation 1.3. For conventional Kirchhoff 
migration, the Green’s function is derived from classical asymptotic ray theory, which is a high 
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frequency approximation to the true Green’s function. Consequently, the asymptotic approximation 
of the Green’s function includes significant errors. First, the asymptotic approximation is valid only for 
large values of % times 5. This means Kirchhoff migration cannot accurately image diffractors within 
several wavelengths. In other words, Kirchhoff migration cannot produce images for very shallow 
reflectors. Second, the traveltimes for Kirchhoff migration are usually calculated by solving the Eikonal 
equation, and correspond to a single arrival for any two points. However, for complex velocities, 
multi-arrivals or multi-paths are prevalent. To solve this problem, conventional Kirchhoff methods 
need to sum all the data along the possible paths. This can be cumbersome and prone to errors 
(Biondi, 2006).  
In order to overcome these limitations, Hill (1990; 2001) proposed the Gaussian beam migration 
method which represents Green’s functions with Gaussian beams. Unlike a ray, which is 
infinitesimally thin, each Gaussian beam has a width and amplitude which decreases as a Gaussian 
function away from the centre of the beam. The beams can overlap, so that the energy of one 
imaging point comes from sources and receivers with more than one path. This property allows 
Gaussian beam migration to address the multi-arrival or multi-path problem (Gray et al., 2001). 
Gaussian beam migration has proved successful in migrating complex models, in which multi-arrivals, 
caustics and shadows are prevalent (Virgilio et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). 
1.2 Wavefield-Continuation Methods 
Unlike Kirchhoff migration, which sums wavefields using the Kirchhoff integral, 
wavefield-continuation migration methods construct source and reflection wavefields as a function of 
depth or time by directly solving one-way or two-way wave equations. Consequently, 
wavefield-continuation migration methods have two advantages. First, compared to conventional 
Kirchhoff migration, wavefield-continuation migration methods do not use high-frequency 
(asymptotic) approximations and can therefore more accurately propagate wavefields in shallow 
depths (Gray et al., 2001). Second, wavefield-continuation migration methods can naturally handle 
multi-paths or multi-arrivals (Biondi, 2006). These methods recursively solve wave equations from 
one depth to the next and naturally consider all possible paths from the surface to an image point. By 
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contrast, conventional Kirchhoff migration usually calculates only one path from the sources and 
receivers to an image point. As a result, wavefield-continuation migration methods can produce 
superior images to conventional Kirchhoff migration for a complex model (Gray et al., 2001). 
Wavefield-continuation migration can be split into two types: downward-continuation methods and 
reverse-time methods. In this section, we focus on downward-continuation migration. Reverse-time 
migration will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
There are two main types of downward-continuation migration: finite-difference migration and 
phase-shift migration. Finite-difference migration was first proposed by Claerbout and Doherty (1972) 
using a continued-fraction expansion of the one-way wave equation. An important advantage of 
finite-difference migration is that it can deal with lateral velocity variations because it extrapolates 
wavefields in the space domain. However, because it uses the one-way wave equation, it still has 
inaccuracies for steep events. In this section, we introduce phase-shift migration methods in detail.  
1.2.1 Phase-Shift Migration 
Unlike Stolt migration (Stolt, 1978), which is a one-step phase-shift method, phase-shift migration can 
also be applied recursively and used to extract the image at a time. In this case, the migration velocity 
is constant at each step, but different steps can have a different migration velocity. This allows 
phase-shift migration to handle vertical velocity variations without making any approximations. The 
first implementation of a phase-shift migration method was presented by Gazdag (1978). Generally, 
phase-shift migration methods image seismic data in two steps. The first step is to construct the 
downgoing wavefield at the source and the upgoing wavefield at the receivers. This can be expressed 
as 
-2L , I + I, %6 = -2L , I, %6WmZM,                         (1.5) 
and 
/2L , I + I, %6 = /2L, I, %6WBmZM,                        (1.6) 
where	- and /	are the downgoing wavefield and the upgoing wavefield, respectively, and  
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Y = oo − L' . 
These two formulas extrapolate wavefields from depth I to I + I. The second step is to extract 
the image using an imaging condition. For poststack depth migration, the exploding reflectors 
zero-time imaging condition is used, which is 
:2G, I6 = -2G, I, 5 = 06 = k-2G, I, %6 %,                       (1.7) 
where the wavefield is continued with half wave speed (Yilmaz, 2001).   
For prestack depth migration, a deconvolution imaging condition can be applied (Claerbout, 1971), 
which is 
:2G, I6 = k/2G, I, %6/-2G, I, %6%.                           (1.8) 
However, if	-2G, I, %6	is small, then the deconvolution imaging condition will be unstable. To avoid 
this problem, the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition can be used instead. This is given by 
:2G, I6 = k/2G, I, %6-2G, I, %6%,                          (1.9) 
where “†” denotes complex-conjugate (Claerbout, 1971).  
The Gazdag formulation of phase-shift migration can only handle vertical velocity variations, not 
lateral velocity variations. In order to address lateral velocity variations, Gazdag and Sguazzero (1984) 
suggested extrapolating wavefields with several reference velocities and then interpolating the 
reference wavefields to produce final wavefields. This improved phase-shift migration method is 
called ‘phase-shift plus interpolation’ (PSPI). 
An alternative approach to handling later velocity variations is to add an additional split-step 
correction term to the phase shift, given by 
C = ^ CQ2M6− CQ2L,M6i %,                                   (1.10) 
where {2I6 is a constant reference velocity and {2G, I6 is the actual migration velocity (Stoffa et al. 
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1990). If {2I6 equals {2G, I6, then the split-step correction term vanishes. In fact, the split-step 
method is just a first-order correction and is only effective for moderate lateral velocity variations. For 
severely lateral velocity variations, split-step migration can be further corrected with a 
finite-difference term given by 
 ' = Q2L,M6 `1 − Q2M6Q2L,M6f  o2,6o 	 ooslso2,6o 	 oo +
o2,6o 	 oooloo2,6o 	 oo +⋯,      (1.11) 
where		and		are fitting parameters that depend on	 Q2M6Q2L,M6  (Ristow and Ruhl, 1994; Cockshott and 
Jakubowicz, 1996). If only the first term in the second bracket of Equation 1.11 is retained, then 
 = 2 
and 
b = C' `oQo + Q + 1f. 
A flowchart summarising prestack phase-shift migration is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 A flowchart for phase-shift prestack migration.  
1.3 Least-Squares Migration 
As discussed in the previous two sections, both Kirchhoff migration and downward-continuation 
migration have weaknesses. In particular, since Kirchhoff migration uses a high-frequency 
approximation, it cannot correctly migrate the shallow reflectors. In addition, it usually only uses 
single arrival traveltime and therefore suffers from the multi-arrival or multi-path problems in 
complex velocities. By contrast, wavfield-continuation migration has other difficulties. 
Finite-difference migration is inaccurate for high angle reflectors whilst phase-shift migration is 
unable to deal with lateral velocity variations. Both methods also have a common weakness: they use 
the adjoint operators instead of the inverse operators of their forward-modelling operators to 
reconstruct the reflected wavefields. In cases where the data are subject to significant aliasing, 
truncation, noise, or are incomplete, the adjoint of a modelling operator is not a good approximation 
-2G, I = 0, 56 = 2562G − G*6 , 
where 256  is the source 
wavelet and G*  is the source 
position. 
/2G, I = 0, 56  where /  is 
recorded data. 
-2L, I = @∆I, %6 /2L , I = @∆I, %6 
Forward Fourier 
transform to   − % 
-2L , I = 2@ + 16∆I, %6 /2L , I = 2@ + 16∆I,%6 
WBmZM WmZM 
-2G, I = 2@ + 16∆I, %6 /2G, I = 2@ + 16∆I, %6 
Inverse Fourier 
transform to  G − % 
-†2G, I = 2@ + 16∆I, %6∙ /2G, I = 2@ + 16∆I, %6  
:2G, I = 2@ + 16∆I6 
Correct using    WmZsM and  WmZoM @ = @ + 1 @ = @ + 1 
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to the inverse (Claerbout, 1992), and this degrades the resolution of the final migrated image. In 
addition, downward-continuation migration usually applies a crosscorrelation imaging condition to 
stabilise the imaging process, whereas a deconvolution imaging condition should be used to preserve 
amplitudes and give the correct reflectivity. Both problems can be solved using least-squares 
migration (LSM). LSM uses a generalised inverse operator to reconstruct the reflected wavefield, and 
includes an implicit deconvolution imaging condition. These properties will be discussed further in 
Chapters 3 and 4.  
In this section we will review the published LSM methods. The general theory behind all LSM 
methods is as follows: If  is a vector of the recorded seismic data,  the vector of reflectivity, and 
X the matrix of the modelling operator which describes the relationship between the reflectivity and 
measured data then the solution of the equation 
 = X                                      (1.12) 
in a least-squares sense is called least-squares migration. The choice of algorithm for X leads to 
different least-squares migration methods. Table 1.1 lists most of the published least-squares 
migration work to date. 
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Authors Algorithm 
Application 
Nemeth et al. 
(1999) 
Kirchhoff integral • Reduction of artefacts arising from limited aperture 
data, coarsely sampling and gaps; 
• Attenuation of the acquisition footprint noise and 
interpolate the data gap with traces. 
• Interpolation of data with gaps between traces 
• Migration of irregularly spaced data 
Kühl and Sacchi 
(2001; 2003) 
Double-square-root 
(DSR) 
• Mitigation of numerical imaging artefacts  
• Reduction of acquisition footprint; 
• Relief of the effect of limited acquisition aperture;  
• Generation of AVO/AVA CIGs with low noise and 
artefacts. 
Kaplan et al. 
(2010) 
Shot-profile split-step • Traces interpolation. 
• Invert for slowness perturbation 
Dai and Schuster 
(2010) 
Dai et al. (2012) 
Reverse-time  • Invert for slowness perturbation; 
• Suppression the cross-talk noise caused by 
phase-encoded sources for improving efficiency;  
• Implementation on 3D data. 
Dong et al. (2012) 
Reverse-time • Implementation on 3D data; 
• Application on Field data. 
Table 1.1 Summary of published least-squares migration methods. 
We will now describe each of these methods in turn. 
1.3.1 Least-Squares Kirchhoff Migration 
Nemeth et al. (1999) presented an implementation of least-squares migration based on the Kirchhoff 
integral (LSKM). They show that their version of least-squares migration can achieve several goals. 
First, it can reduce elliptical artefacts arising from limited recording apertures, and, second, that 
LSKM with regularisation can remove recording footprints from the migration image, interpolate 
missing traces and remove the effects of gaps in recorded data. In particular, if the gaps are treated as 
traces with zero value data, LSKM cannot achieve a reasonable image, whereas, if the gaps are not 
included into the LSKM inversion, a reasonable image can be obtained. LSKM with regularisation can 
also remove aliasing artefacts. Finally, this work also shows that incorrect migration velocities can 
significantly defocus the image, which in turn means that LSKM is sensitive to velocity errors. In fact, 
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other LSM methods are also sensitive to velocity and, as discussed by Yao and Jakubowicz (2013), this 
may offer opportunities to use LSM for velocity analysis (see also Chapters 4 and 6).  
In LSKM, the forward modelling can be written explicitly using a Kirchhoff integral as 
d2#,|#*; 56 = k :2#6 ∗ 8256 ∗ 12#,|#; 56 ∗ 1 2#|#*; 56#,         (1.13) 
where	12#,|#; 56 is the Green’s function from a reflector at 	# to a receiver at 	#,, 	12#|#*; 56	 is 
the Green’s function from a source at	#*	to a reflector at 	#,	1 	is the second derivative of the Green’s 
function with respect to time,	8256	is the source signature, and	:2#6	is the image related to the 
slowness perturbation of migration velocity. The second derivative and the slowness perturbation 
related image come as a result of using Born approximation in Equation 1.13. 
As described in Claerbout (1992), a conventional migration operator is the adjoint of its modelling 
operator, and the image is corresponding given by 
:2#6 = ∬d2#,|#*; 56 ⋆ 8256 ∗ 12#,|#; 56 ∗ 12#|#*; 56#,5.      (1.14) 
The key step in Kirchhoff modelling and migration is calculating the Green’s functions, and this is 
usually done by solving the Eikonal equation or using ray tracing for traveltimes together with the 
transport equation for amplitudes based on classical asymptotic ray theory (Biondi, 2006). 
Equations 1.13 and 1.14 are respectively the modelling and migration equations based on the 
Kirchhoff integral, which can be employed for LSKM implementation. This will be discussed in more 
detail in Appendix 4. 
1.3.2 Least-Squares Source-Receiver Split-Step Migration 
Following the work of Nemeth et al. (1999), Kühl and Sacchi (2001; 2003) presented a least-squares 
migration method based on the double-square-root (DSR) operator. In this method, the DSR operator 
continues the surface data into the subsurface in the midpoint-half-offset-frequency ( − ℎ − %) 
domain; the reconstructed wavefield at each depth is then transformed into the 
midpoint-ray-parameter-frequency ( − A − %) domain; finally, all frequencies are summed to 
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generate common image gathers (CIGs) in the midpoint-ray-parameter 	2 − A6 domain.  
Source-receiver migration uses the DSR operator (Schultz and Sherwood,1980; Claerbout, 1985) given 
by 
- = WBm¢£` 26foB`d¤¥d¦o fol£` 26foB`d¤bd¦o fo§M,                 (1.15) 
where ¨ and © are respectively wavenumbers in the midpoint and half-offset coordinates, and  {2I6 is the velocity which is the inverse of the average lateral slowness at depth I (Popovici, 1996). 
With the split-step correction given by 
 = WBm` 2¤¥¦,6B 26fMWBm` 2¤b¦,6B 26fM,                       (1.16) 
where {2 + ℎ, I6	and	{2 − ℎ, I6	are respectively the background (migration) velocity at the 
receiver and source, the wavefield propagation can be written as 
(ª2¨, ©, %, I + I6 = ℱ¨,© 		ℱn¤,n¦BC 	-	(ª2¨, © , %, I6,        (1.17) 
and  
(ª2¨, ©, %, I6 = -	ℱ¨,© 		ℱn¤,n¦BC 	(ª2¨, © , %, I + I6,      (1.18) 
where	ℱ¨,© 	and	ℱn¤,n¦BC 	are respectively the forward and inverse Fourier transform with respect to 
midpoint () and half-offset (ℎ) and		is the symbol of complex conjugate (Kühl and Sacchi, 2001; 
2003). 
Since the ray parameter can be expressed as 
A© =	 n¦ , 
the wavefield 	(2¨, © , %, I6	 can be converted into the ray-parameter domain from the 
frequency-wavenumber domain. This then can be expressed as 
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(ª2¨, A© , %, I6 = (ª `¨, n¦ , %, If                        (1.19) 
The zero-time imaging condition can be used at each depth to extract images given by 
:2¨, A© , I6 = k(ª2¨, A© , %, I6% = k(ª `¨, n¦ , %, If %,      (1.20) 
which expresses a reparameterisation from wavenumber ©  to ray parameter	A©  and can be 
simplified as 
	:2¨, A© , I6 = B(ª2¨, © , %, I6,                            (1.21) 
where B represents the operator of the integral over frequency. 
Since a modelling operator is the adjoint of its migration operator, the modelling can be expressed as 
(ª2¨, ©, %, I6 = B:2¨, A© , I6.                           (1.22) 
Substituting Equations 1.17 and 1.18 respectively into Equations 1.21 and 1.22 then gives 
:2¨, A© , I + I6 = B	ℱ¨,© 		ℱn¤,n¦BC 	-	(ª2¨, © , %, I6      (1.23) 
and 
(ª2¨, ©, %, I6 = -	ℱ¨,© 		ℱn¤,n¦BC 	B	:2¨, A© , I + I6.  (1.24) 
Equations 1.23 and 1.24 represent migration and modelling for ray-parameter least-squares 
migration. Solving Equation 1.24 in a least-squares sense results in least-squares source-receiver 
split-step migration (Kühl and Sacchi, 2001; 2003).  
Numerical imaging artefacts and acquisition footprint could cause discontinuities in the CIGs in the 
ray parameter domain. Since these discontinuities are not AVA effects, Kühl and Sacchi (2003) added 
a regularisation term into the objective function to penalise them. This will be discussed in Chapter 4 
in detail. 
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1.3.3 Least-Squares Shot-Profile Split-Step Migration 
Kaplan et al. (2010) formulated a least-squares migration method using modelling and migration 
operators for shot-profile split-step migration based on the Born approximation. When applied using 
regularisation, this LSM method can mitigate the artefacts arising from undersampling, missing traces 
and noise, as well as reconstruct missing traces. The simplified derivation of this form of LSM is as 
follows. 
The downgoing and upgoing wavefields can be extrapolated using the split-step method as follows: 
-2G, I, %6 = 	ℱnBC				ℱL 	8̃2%62G − G*, I − I*6              (1.25) 
and 
/2G, I, %6 = 	ℱnBC				ℱL	d­2G,, 0, %6,                     (1.26) 
where 8̃2%6 is the source signature/wavelet in the frequency domain,	 is the split-step correction 
term given by 
 = Wh1I,                                               (1.27) 
where C is given by Equation 1.10, and  is the phase-shift term, 
 = Wmn2MBM6,                                          (1.28) 
ℱnBC	is the inverse Fourier transform with respect to wavenumber L	and	ℱL 	is the forward Fourier 
transform with respect to G. 
If 1*® is defined as 
1*®2G, I|GY, IY6 = 	ℱnBC		ℱL 	2G − GY, I − IY6,             (1.29) 
then forward modelling can be written as 
-2G, I, %6 = 1*®2G, I|G*, I*68̃2%6                            (1.30) 
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and back propagation is described by 
/2G, I, %6 = k1*® 2G, I|G,, 06d­2G,, %6G,.                    (1.31) 
Applying the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition generates the image which is then given by 
:2G, I6 = k-2G, I, %6/2G, I, %6%.                        (1.32) 
Using the operator 1*® to extrapolate wavefields and the Born approximation to describe back 
scattering by the reflectors, then the forward-modelling process can be expressed as 
d­2G, , 0|G*, I*; %6 = k1*®2G, , 0|G, I6	` ¯Q2L,M6f' β2G, I6	1*®2G, I|G*, I*68̃2%6G	I,  (1.33) 
where 
β2G, I6 = 1− {22G,I6{5(W2 2G,I6                              (1.34) 
is inverted as the image, {2G, I6 is the migration velocity, and {z,±a2G, I6	is the true velocity. 
Equation 1.33 can be simplified to  
d­2G,, 0|G*, I*; %6 = kM2G,, 0|G, I|G*, I*; %6	β2G, I6G	I,               (1.35) 
where 
M2G,, 0|G, I|G*, I*; %6 = 1*®2G,, 0|G, I6	` ¯{2G,I6f' 	1*®2G, I|G*, I*68̃2%6.     (1.36) 
Consequently, the image is expressed as 
:2G, I6 = β2G, I6 = kM2G,, 0|G, I|G*, I*; %6d­2G,, 0|G*, I*; %6G	I	%,    (1.37) 
M can be substituted for X in Equations 1.12 resulting in a least-squares formulation of shot-profile  
split-step migration. Kaplan et al. (2010) also considered weighting and regularisation in the inversion 
to speed up and stabilise the inversion. 
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1.3.4 Least-Squares Reverse-Time Migration 
As discussed in the beginning of this section, Kirchhoff migration cannot correctly image shallow 
reflectors and also suffers from the multi-arrival or multi-path problem in complex velocities; similarly, 
finite-difference migration cannot properly deal with steep reflectors, while phase-shift migration 
cannot handle lateral velocity variations. All these problems can be addressed using the most 
powerful current migration method, reverse-time migration (RTM). RTM is based on two-way wave 
equations, can handle all frequencies and dip angles and adapts to any type of velocity variations. 
RTM is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. However, RTM still uses the adjoint operator to 
reconstruct reflected wavefields as well as a crosscorrelation imaging condition to extract images. In 
cases where the data are subject to significant aliasing, truncation, noise, or are incomplete, the 
adjoint of a modelling operator is not a good approximation to the inverse (Claerbout, 1992), and this 
combined with the crosscorrelation imaging condition degrades the resolution of the final migrated 
image. To overcome these problems, Dai and Schuster (2010) and Dai et al. (2012) proposed a 
least-squares formulation of reverse-time migration (LSRTM), which is based on the same principles 
as least-squares shot-profile migration. As a result, the image generated by LSRTM is the velocity or 
slowness perturbation between the true velocity model and the migration velocity model. However, 
the Green’s function 1*® in Equation 1.35 used by Dai and Schuster (2010) is calculated using 
generalised diffraction stack migration (GDM), and is based on the two-way acoustic wave equation 
instead of the one-way wave equation (Schuster, 2002) and requires a lot of computation. Fortunately, 
the computational expense can be reduced using wave-equation wavefront migration and limiting 
the calculation to a narrow range around the wavefront (Zhou and Schuster, 2002; Cao, 2007). 
However, this approach also has practical problems because, if the range is too small, it may lose 
some useful information, for example, multiple arrivals. Dai and Schuster (2010) used this method to 
implement multi-source wave-equation migration, and showed that LSRTM can mitigate the 
cross-talk inherent in the multi-source technique (Dai and Schuster, 2010).  
1.4 Motivation of the Thesis 
As discussed earlier, reverse-time migration is the most powerful migration method currently 
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available, and can overcome limitations in both Kirchhoff migration and downward-continuation 
migration. However, RTM still applies the adjoint, rather than the inverse, of the modelling operator 
and in cases where the data are subject to significant aliasing, truncation, noise, or are incomplete, 
the adjoint of a modelling operator is not a good approximation to the inverse (Claerbout, 1992). 
Furthermore, RTM employs a crosscorrelation imaging condition, which generates images with more 
sidelobes and inaccurate amplitudes. As a result, RTM still lacks accuracy and produces imprefect 
images. However, least-squares migration (LSM) applies inverse operators together with a 
deconvolution imaging conditions. As a result, LSM can address the two fundamental problems in 
RTM.  
In this work, I will combine RTM and LSM to form a migration method, least-squares reverse-time 
migration (LSRTM) that inherits the advantages of both these approaches. As discussed in the 
previous section, Dai et al. (2012) previously used LSRTM to invert for the velocity perturbations. By 
contrast, I will instead invert for the reflectivity and will generate the impedance contrast instead of 
the velocity perturbation. Furthermore, in order to ensure the convergence of LSRTM, I will 
implement LSRTM using two methods: matrix-based LSRTM and non-linear LSRTM; these are 
discussed respectively in Chapters 3 and 4.  
1.5 Thesis Outline  
The outline of this thesis is as follows:  
Following the brief background of conventional and least-squares migration given in this chapter, 
Chapter 2 focuses on reverse-time migration (RTM). First the theory of RTM is presented and second 
the details of the numerical simulation of two-way wavefields are illustrated. The approach used here 
includes two popular numerical methods, namely finite-difference and pseudo-spectral techniques, 
together with perfectly-matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions. Third, the imaging 
conditions used in RTM are described. Finally, four methods for artefact removal are illustrated, 
together with a method for generating angle-domain common-image gathers (ADCIGs). 
Chapter 3 focuses on the first of two LSRTM algorithms, matrix-based least-squares reverse-time 
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migration (MLSRTM). It begins by reviewing the theory of least-squares migration and goes on to 
describe the principles MLSRTM. This chapter also gives an implementation of MLSRTM which is 
demonstrated on synthetic data. 
The second LSRTM algorithm, non-linear least-squares reverse-time migration (NLLSRTM) is 
presented in Chapter 4. As in the case of MLSRTM, the principles of NLLSRTM are first introduced and 
this is then followed by a discussion of the implementation and demonstration of the method on 
synthetic examples. With these examples, we will show how the errors in velocity and spatial aliasing 
affect the RTM and LSRTM images. 
Chapter 5 shows results from RTM and LSRTM for both synthetic data for the Marmousi model and a 
field dataset.  
The final chapter, Chapter 6, concludes with a summary of the results in the thesis, together with 
suggestions for future work. 
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2 Reverse-Time Migration 
Reverse-time migration (RTM) is a depth migration method which belongs to the category of 
wavefield-continuation migration methods. It has two features: first, it constructs wavefields along 
the time axis instead of depth; this differentiates RTM from other wavefield-continuation methods, 
such as phase-shift and finite-difference migration. Second, the wavefield extrapolation in RTM is 
implemented with a two-way wave equation. These two features give RTM four advantages. First, 
RTM adapts to any type of velocity variation, second it handles all dips, third it accurately migrates all 
frequencies, and finally it can deal with all types of waves, including prismatic reflections and turning 
waves. The first three advantages of RTM comes as a result of constructing wavefields along the time 
axis while the last one is contributed by using the two-way wave equation. These properties have led 
to RTM becoming the most accurate migration method currently available. 
RTM was first proposed by Baysal, Kosloff and Sherwood (1983), McMechan (1983) and Whitmore 
(1983). At that time, RTM was computationally very expensive, and its application was limited to 
post-stack datasets. Later, the increase of computer speed and decrease in the cost of computer 
facilities, especially low-cost pc-clusters, have allowed RTM to return as an mainstream prestack 
seismic imaging technique and this in turn has led to an increased research effort on the method. 
Current research focuses on four main issues: wavefield extrapolation (Stork, 2013; Zhang and Yao, 
2013), alternative imaging conditions (Valenciano and Biondi, 2003; Zhang and Sun, 2008; Liu et al., 
2011), amplitude preservation (Zhang et al., 2007a; Zhang and Sun, 2008), and how to efficiently 
generate common image gathers (CIGs) (Xu et al., 2011). We will consider each of these issues in 
turn.  
Like all wavefield-continuation migration methods, RTM comprises two steps: wavefield extrapolation 
followed by application of an imaging condition. For poststack zero-offset RTM, wavefield 
extrapolation is applied as a back propagation of the stacked data. For prestack RTM, however, 
wavefield extrapolation is divided into two substeps. One is forward extrapolation to construct the 
source wavefield at each time sample, and the other is back propagation of surface recorded data to 
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reconstruct the reflected wavefield at each time sample. For the acoustic wave equation, the first 
substep can be expressed as 
^∇' − CQo _o_zoi (*2#, 56 = 82562# − #*6,                        (2.1)
 
where (* is the source wavefield and #* is the source position vector and 8256 is the source 
function and { is acoustic velocity of the medium. Similarly, the second substep can be written as  
^∇' − CQo _o_zoi (,2#, 56 = 0(,2#Y, 56 = d2#Y, 56											 ,                                (2.2) 
where (, is the reflected wavefield and d is recorded data on the surface which is used as a 
boundary condition. Some geophysicists treat the recorded data as a virtual source instead of a 
boundary condition (Schuster, 2002). According to our test, the boundary condition keeps the 
wavefront shape of the backpropagated wavefield the same as the record. However, the wavefront 
shape of the backpropagated wavefield is the same as the integral of the record. In Equations 2.1 and 
2.2, (* and (, represent the vertical component of particle velocity for geophone-recorded data or 
pressure for hydrophone-recorded data.    
For the imaging condition, because it is quite difficult to implement the deconvolution imaging 
condition given by Equation 1.9 in the time domain, the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition is 
usually applied instead. This is given by (Claerbout, 1971)  
:2#6 = k(*2#, 56(,2#, 565.                                (2.3)  
In order to preserve the true amplitudes in the reflection angle domain, Equations 2.1 is rewritten as 
 
³^∇' − CQo _o_zoi (*2#, 56 = 0											(*2#, 56 = 2# − #*6 k 82S6SzY ,                            (2.4) 
where the source in Equation 2.4 is modified as a boundary condition, and recorded data is set as a 
boundary condition, which is expressed as in Equation 2.2. The true amplitude image in the reflection 
angle domain is then obtained by applying the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition using 
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Equation 2.3 (Zhang et al., 2007a; b). 
2.1 Numerical Simulation of Two-Way Wavefields 
From the previous discussion, it is obvious that the key step in RTM is constructing wavefields using 
the second-order acoustic wave equation, 
^∇' − CQo _o_zoi (2#, 56 = 82562# − #*6,                       (2.5) 
where 8256 is the source wavelet, or the first-order wave-equation system, 
³_J_z = C´ ∇(																																																			_±_z = µ∇ ∙ J + ¶´ 2# − #*6 k 82S6SzY    ,                   (2.6) 
where ( is pressure , J is the vector of particle velocity, R is density, and µ is the bulk modulus 
(Berkhout, 1982). However, because the wave equation depends on velocity, it is impossible to do 
this analytically except for very simple cases. Generally, wavefield extrapolation is always carried out 
with numerical methods, such as finite-difference and pseudospectral methods. This is discussed in 
more detail in Section 2.1.1. 
Apart from solving the acoustic wavefield, it is also important to eliminate artificial reflections from 
the model boundary. This is because seismic waves propagate into the whole earth, whereas in 
practice the calculations are confined to a limited area. This produces artificial boundaries which in 
turn create artificial reflections. In order to suppress these unwanted reflections a suitable boundary 
condition should be included in the numerical simulation; otherwise, the reflections generated by the 
artificial boundaries will contaminate the simulated wavefields. The most effective boundary 
condition is an absorbing boundary condition, called a perfectly matched layer (PML). This is 
discussed in more detail in Section 2.1.2. 
A further complication is that the source and reflected wavefields are extrapolated in opposite 
directions to each other. In particular, the source wavefield is simulated from 5 = 0 to 5 = , but 
the reflected wavefield is extrapolated from 5 =  to 5 = 0. Unfortunately, the imaging condition 
described by Equation 2.3 requires the source wavefield and reflected wavefield to be accessed at the 
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same time step, which in turn means that one or both wavefields must be precalculated to make sure 
that the imaging condition can access the source and reflected wavefields at the same time step. One 
method of circumventing the problem is to use source wavefield reconstruction. This approach is 
discussed in Section 2.1.3. 
2.1.1 Discrete Schemes for Wavefield Simulation 
In this section, I review two schemes of numerical wavefield modelling the standard grid scheme for a 
second-order wave equation and the staggered grid scheme for a first-order wave-equation system.  
Central Finite-Difference Method for the Second-Order Wave Equation 
The acoustic wave equation (Equation 2.5) can be written for a 2D model as 
_o±2L,M,z6_zo = {' `_o±2L,M,z6_Lo + _o±2L,M,z6_Mo f + {'82562G − G*, I − I*6,          (2.7) 
where G*	and I*	indicate the source position. Note that the source term has been multiplied by	{'.  
In practical implementations the second-order finite-difference approximation (Equation A1.2) is 
generally used for the time derivative. However, to increase the accuracy, the high-order 
finite-difference approximation (Equation A1.4) is used for the space derivative. Equation 2.7 then 
becomes the discrete equation,  
,  (2.8) 
where · is the number of grid cells in one side of the stencil that a geometric arrangement of a 
nodal group that relates to the point of interest using a numerical approximation routine (Liu and Sen, 
(2G, I, 5 + ∆56 − 2(2G, I, 56 + (2G, I, 5 − ∆56∆5' 	
																														= {'
¸
¹¹º
1∆G' » ¼T(2G + ∆G, I, 56 + (2G − ∆G, I, 56
½
T¾Y ¿
+ 1∆I' » ¼T(2G, I + ∆I, 56 + (2G, I − ∆I, 56
½
T¾Y ¿À
ÁÁÂ	
																																		+{'82562G − G*, I − I*6 
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2009).  
Equation 2.8 then leads to the following recursive finite-difference scheme: 
.  (2.9) 
Equation 2.9 provides the stencil for all orders of finite-difference solution of the wave equation. For 
example, the stencil for the 4th-order scheme is shown in Figure 2.1. If the grid intervals in G	 and I	are identical (	ℎ = ∆I = ∆G), then as shown in Appendix 2, the stability condition (Mitchell, 1969; 
Liu and Sen, 2009) is 
∆5 < ©Q¤Ä ∑ ¼'TBC½sT¾C BC/'	,                        (2.10) 
where	{¨L	is the highest velocity in the velocity model and ·C	satisfies 2·C − 1 < ·.     
 
Figure 2.1 Standard stencil for the 4th-order central finite-difference solution to the acoustic wave 
equation. The black nodes present the location of the wavefields for the current time step, the blue 
nodes the previous time step and the green nodes the next time step. 
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¸
¹¹º
1∆G' » ¼T(2G + ∆G, I, 56 + (2G − ∆G, I, 56
½
T¾Y ¿
+ 1∆I' » ¼T(2G, I + ∆I, 56 + (2G, I − ∆I, 56
½
T¾Y ¿À
ÁÁÂ 
                               +∆5'{'82562G − G*, I − I*6 
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Staggered Grid for a First-Order Wave-Equation System 
In the first-order velocity-pressure acoustic wave-equation system given by Equation 2.6, the particle 
velocity J has horizontal and vertical components. If the pressure is virtually split into ‘horizontal’ 
and ‘vertical’ parts and defined as the summation of the two parts, then the equation system 
becomes 
ÆÇÇ
È
ÇÇÉ
_Ê2L,M6_z = C´ Ë±2L,M6l±2L,M6ËL 																																										_Ê2L,M6_z = C´ Ë±2L,M6l±2L,M6ËM 																																												_±2L,M6_z = µ _Ê2L,M6_L + ¶´ 2G − G*, I − I*6 k 82S6SzY 	_±2L,M6_z = µ _Ê2L,M6_M 																																																											
 ,            (2.11) 
where KL and KM are the horizontal and vertical components of J, and (L 	and (M are the virtual 
‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ parts of ( (( = (L + (M) . The split of particle velocity and pressure is 
essential to form PML, which will be described in the next section. Using second-order finite 
differences (Equation A1.1) for the time derivative and high-order finite differences (Equation A1.3), 
for the space derivative, then the staggered grid scheme of the Equation 2.11 can be expressed as 
  
ÆÇÇ
ÇÈ
ÇÇÇ
É KL2G, I, 5 + 0.5∆56 = KL2G, I, 5 − 0.5∆56 + ∆z´∆L ^∑ ¼T `−( `G − ∆L' 22 − 16, I, 5f + ( ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 16Î , I, 5f½T¾C i						KM2G, I, 5 + 0.5∆56 = KM2G, I, 5 − 0.5∆56 + ∆z´∆M ^∑ ¼T `−( `G, I − ∆M' 22 − 16, 5f + ( ÍG, I + ∆M' 22 − 16Î , 5f½T¾C i								(L2G − 0.5∆G, I, 5 + ∆56 	= (L2G − 0.5∆G, I, 56 + ∆z¶∆L ^∑ ¼T `−KL2G − ∆G, I, 5 + 0.5∆56 + KL ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 26Î , I, 5 + 0.5∆5f½T¾C i													+ ¶´ 2G − G*, I − I*6 k 82S6SzY 																				(M2G, I − 0.5∆I, 5 + ∆56 = (M2G, I − 0.5∆I, 56 + ∆z¶∆M ^∑ ¼T `−KM2G, I − ∆I, 5 + 0.5∆56 + KM ÍG, I + ∆M' 22 − 26Î , 5 + 0.5∆5f½T¾C i
 . 
(2.12) 
Equation 2.12 is an explicit finite-difference scheme which recursively propagates the wavefield along 
the time axis. In this scheme, the derivative is calculated at half grids in both the time and space axes. 
Figure 2.2 shows the 4th-order finite difference in space as an example. The figure shows four half 
grids in time 5 − 0.5∆5 in blue, 5 in black, 5 + 0.5∆5 in green and 5 + ∆5 in red. As can be seen from 
Equation 2.12 and Figure 2.2, finite differences can be used to approximate the derivatives at half 
grids in both time and space. The first two equations in Equation 2.12 propagate the waves forward 
by a half grid in time, and the second two equations push the waves forwards another half grid in 
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time. Consequently, one complete calculation of the four equations propagates the wavefield forward 
in a time step. Choosing the high-order finite differences can achieve higher accuracy and less 
dispersion. Generally, for the 4th-order accuracy finite difference, at least 5 samples for the smallest 
wavelength are required to provide sufficient accuracy and small dispersion (Levander, 1988). 
Although it is hard to derive the stability condition for Equation 2.12, the parameters can be tested 
for any given grid size and time step-length on a particular model before running RTM. 
 
Figure 2.2 Staggered finite-difference grid of Equation 2.13. The grid on the left side is the 
spatial arrangement of pressure and velocity while the grid on the right side is the time 
arrangement. 
2.1.2 Boundary Conditions 
In practice, wavefield simulation and extrapolation is constrained by the amount of computer 
memory which is available. Consequently, only a limited model space is simulated, and artificial 
boundaries are used to truncate the computational model. These artificial boundaries cause spurious 
reflections which in turn introduce unwanted artefacts in the migration. This problem can be 
addressed by using absorbing boundaries. Several absorbing boundary conditions have been 
developed. Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) suggested using viscous damping of the normal and shear 
stress components to decay the boundary reflection energy, but this is only partially successful. Later, 
Clayton and Engquist (1977) proposed an absorbing boundary condition based on the paraxial 
approximation to the one-way wave equation. This approach is better than the viscous damping 
method but, because of the paraxial approximation, does not perform well at high angles. The most 
successful absorbing boundary condition at present is the perfectly-matched layer (PML) (Berenger, 
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1994; Chew and Liu, 1996; Liu and Tao, 1997). PML creates a fictitious material which does not reflect 
any incident waves and also exponentially decays any waves travelling in it. Unfortunately, although 
PML can remove artificial reflections at model boundaries, it is relatively expensive in terms of 
computation and memory. 
In practice, four PML strips are taped around the computation region. Inside the computation region, 
the second-order acoustic wave equation (Equation 2.5) or first-order equation system (Equation 2.6) 
can be used. Inside the PML regions, however, specially designed wave equations are required. In 
general, there are two types of PML wave equations: split (Liu and Tao, 1997) and unsplit (Schneider, 
2010). In this work, split PML acoustic wave equations are used. As shown earlier, Equation 2.6 can be 
written as Equation 2.11, where	(	is split into (L and (M for the 2D case ((Ï can be added for the 
3D case). Adding two damping functions, F2G6 and F2I6, which are respectively used to decay the G and I components, into Equation 2.11 then gives 
ÆÇÇ
È
ÇÇÉ
_Ê2L,M6_z + F2G6KL2G, I6 = C´ Ë±2L,M6ËL 																																																													_Ê2L,M6_z + F2I6KM2G, I6 = C´ Ë±2L,M6ËM 																																																															_±2L,M6_z + F2G6(L2G, I6 = µ _Ê2L,M6_L + ¶´ 2G − G*, I − I*6 k 82S6SzY 	_±2L,M6_z + F2I6(M2G, I6 = µ _Ê2L,M6_M 																																																											
 .    (2.13) 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of PML and computation regions used to suppress edge effects. 
Using the damping functions, F2G6 and F2I6	suggested by Berenger (1994) (Figure 2.3), the solution 
of Equation 2.11 in the computation area is a plane wave is then given by 
	( = 82%6	WGA−h2LG + MI − %56,  
while the solution of Equation 2.13 in the left and right PML regions will be 
	( = 82%6WGA−h2LG + MI − %56	WGA `− n k F2S6S©Y f. 
Similarly, the solution in the top and bottom of PML regions will be damped plane waves given by 
	( = 82%6	WGA−h2LG + MI − %56	WGA `− n k F2S6S©Y f, 
while the solution in the four rectangle corner areas will be 
( = 82%6	WGA−h2LG + MI − %56	WGA `− n k F2S6S©Y − n k F2S6S©Y f,  
where 82%6 is the source. As in the case of the discrete wave equation with the staggered grid given 
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by Equation 2.12, the staggered grid scheme for PML can be written as 
ÆÇÇ
È
ÇÇÉ
Ê2L,M,zlY.Ð∆z6BÊ2L,M,zBY.Ð∆z6∆z + F2G6Ê2L,M,zlY.Ð∆z6lÊ2L,M,zBY.Ð∆z6' = C´∆L ^∑ ¼T `−( `G − ∆L' 22 − 16, I, 5f + ( ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 16Î , I, 5f½T¾C i			Ê2L,M,zlY.Ð∆z6BÊ2L,M,zBY.Ð∆z6∆z + F2I6Ê2L,M,zlY.Ð∆z6lÊ2L,M,zBY.Ð∆z6' = C´∆M ^∑ ¼T `−( `G, I − ∆M' 22 − 16, 5f + ( ÍG, I + ∆M' 22 − 16Î , 5f½T¾C i					±2LBY.Ð∆L,M,zl∆z6B±2LBY.Ð∆L,M,z6∆z + F2G6±2LBY.Ð∆L,M,zl∆z6l±2LBY.Ð∆L,M,z6' = ¶∆L ^∑ ¼T `−KL2G − ∆G, I, 5 + 0.5∆56 + KL ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 26Î , I, 5 + 0.5∆5f½T¾C i±2L,MBY.Ð∆M,zl∆z6B±2L,MBY.Ð∆M,z6∆z + F2I6±2L,MBY.Ð∆M,zl∆z6l±2L,MBY.Ð∆M,z6' = ¶∆M ^∑ ¼T `−KM2G, I − ∆I, 5 + 0.5∆56 + KM ÍG, I + ∆M' 22 − 26Î , 5 + 0.5∆5f½T¾C i
     
(2.14) 
which in an explicit finite-difference scheme is 
ÆÇ
ÇÈ
ÇÇ
É KL2G, I, 5 + 0.5∆56 = 'B∆zF2G6'l∆zF2G6KL2G, I, 5 − 0.5∆56 + '∆z'l∆zF2G6´∆L ^∑ ¼T `−( `G − ∆L' 22 − 16, I, 5f + ( ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 16Î , I, 5f½T¾C i							KM2G, I, 5 + 0.5∆56 = 'B∆zF2I6'l∆zF2I6KM2G, I, 5 − 0.5∆56 + '∆z'l∆zF2I6´∆M ^∑ ¼T `−( `G, I − ∆M' 22 − 16, 5f + ( ÍG, I + ∆M' 22 − 16Î , 5f½T¾C i									(L2G − 0.5∆G, I, 5 + ∆56 = 'B∆zF2G6'l∆zF2G6(L2G − 0.5∆G, I, 56 + '∆z¶'l∆zF2G6∆L ^∑ ¼T `−KL2G − ∆G, I, 5 + 0.5∆56 + KL ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 26Î , I, 5 + 0.5∆5f½T¾C i																																													(M2G, I − 0.5∆I, 5 + ∆56 = 'B∆zF2I6'l∆zF2I6(M2G, I − 0.5∆I, 56 + '∆z¶'l∆zF2I6∆M ^∑ ¼T `−KM2G, I − ∆I, 5 + 0.5∆56 + KM ÍG, I + ∆M' 22 − 26Î , 5 + 0.5∆5f½T¾C i
      
(2.15) 
As can be seen from Equations 2.15 and 2.9, the number of variables in the PML region is around 2.5 
times larger than inside the computation region, which in turn increases memory requirement by a 
factor of 2.5. Furthermore, Equations 2.15 has four equations compared to the single equation given 
by Equation 2.9. The calculation in the PML region is therefore about 4 times greater than in the main 
computation region. As a result, the use of PML as an absorbing boundary condition significantly 
increases computational cost.  
Figure 2.4 shows a simple example of the effectiveness of a PML. In this case, the model is 2000 m by 
2000 m and has a uniform velocity of 2000 m/s. The source is a Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency 
of 20 Hz injected at the centre of the model. The grid size of the discrete model is 10 m by 10 m and 
the time sampling interval is 1 ms. The model is surrounded by four PML strips each of which has a 
width of 20 grid points. Panel A in Figure 2.4 shows the wavefield at a time of 0.45 s, just before the 
waves cross the edge of the model, while Panel B corresponds to a time of 0.55 s which is just after 
the waves cross the boundary between the PML and the model; this shows that the waves decrease 
exponentially away from the boundary. Panels C and D, which are respectively at times of 0.65 s and 
0.85 s, show that the waves travelling in the PML regions vanish before they reach the outer 
boundary of the PML and consequently no noticeable artificial reflection is generated. This 
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demonstrates the effectiveness of PML as a method for absorbing boundary reflections.  
 
Figure 2.4 Snapshots of wavefields at (A) t=0.45 s, (B) t=0.55 s, (C) t=0.65 s and (D) t=0.85 s. 
The black box in each panel indicates the computation region; the outside is the PML region, 
where ÑÒ = ÓÒÒÒ. 
2.1.3 Source Wavefield Reconstruction  
The first step of RTM is to simulate the source wavefield and reconstruct the reflected wavefield by 
backward propagating the recorded data. The second step is to crosscorrelate of these two 
wavefields at the same time level. However, the forward simulation of the source wavefield is from 
5 = 0 to 5 = ¨ L, where ¨ L	is the maximum recording time while the reflected wavefield is 
propagated in the opposite direction in time from 5 = ¨ L to 5 = 0. This is a problem because 
zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition needs the two wavefields to be at the same times. There 
are several ways to tackle this problem. 
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
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The first solution is to store one time slice of the source wavefield at every -th step before applying 
backward propagation to the recorded wavefield. The stored source wavefield can then be 
interpolated using something like spline interpolation to provide the source wavefield at the required 
time level. The stored source wavefield can also be resampled in space to further reduce storage 
space and data transfer. In contrast to the sampling requirements for the propagation, according to 
Nyquist’s law, only two samples per wavelength are needed to fully reconstruct the continuous 
wavefield. Thus, the sampling interval for the stored wavefield can be increased to slightly less than 
half the shortest wavelength. The source wavefield can therefore be stored at intervals Δ in space 
given by  
Δ ≤ Q¤Ö×'Ø¤Ä,                                      (2.16) 
where {¨T is the lowest velocity of the model and ¨ L is the highest frequency of the source 
wavefield. The most efficient and effective way to reconstruct the wavefield in space is to put zeroes 
at positions that are to be interpolated, and then apply a low pass filter to the wavefield. In this thesis, 
we focus on 2D data and it is therefore possible to reconstruct the source wavefield using this 
method. Two other solutions which can also be used in 3D modelling are to run the forward 
modelling scheme backwards in time (Dussaud et al., 2008) and to use a checkpointing scheme to 
reconstruct the source wavefield (Symes, 2007).  
The above techniques enable the source wavefield and the reflected wavefield to be simultaneously 
accessed at the same time level which in turn facilitates the implementation of the zero-lag 
crosscorrelation imaging condition.    
2.2 Imaging Conditions 
The last step of any migration method is to extract images from the wavefields constructed in 
preceding steps using an imaging condition. For migration methods based on wavefield continuation, 
there are several possible imaging conditions, including the crosscorrelation and deconvolution 
imaging conditions. This will now be discussed in more detail. 
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2.2.1 Zero-Lag Crosscorrelation Imaging Condition 
The most common and efficient imaging condition is the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition 
(Claerbout, 1971). It can be carried out by croscorrelating the modelled source and 
backward-continued wavefields, and then extracting the value of the zero-lag (the sample at 5 = 0 
in the crosscorrelation signal). If the two wavefields are similar to each other, after crosscorrelation, 
the zero-lag will be the biggest value in the crosscorrelation. On the other hand, if the two wavefields 
are different, for example if the wavefields have different arrival times, the zero-lag crosscorrelation 
value is generally small. For example, Panels A, B and C in Figure 2.5 show the first situation, in which 
two signals have the same or similar shape. As can been seen, the largest amplitude of the 
crosscorrelation signal appears at 5 = 0. Panels D, E and F show the second situation, in which two 
signals arrive at different times. As can been seen, in this case the maximum amplitude does not 
appear at 5 = 0. For a reflection from a particular position, the maximum amplitudes in both the 
source and reflected wavefields will appear at almost the same time at the corresponding subsurface 
location and share a similar shape. If crosscorrelation is applied to the corresponding wavefields, the 
maximum amplitude will coincide at zero-lag. This is why the zero-lag crosscorrelation is used as an 
imaging condition. 
 
Figure 2.5 The crosscorrelation imaging condition. A Signal 1. B Signal 2. C Crosscorrelation of 
signal 1 and signal 2. D Signal 3. E Signal 4. F Crosscorrelation of signals 3 and 4. 
A C B D E F 
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In the frequency domain the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition can be written as 
:2#6 = k (*2#, %6(,2#, %6%,                            (2.17) 
where (* is the forward source wavefield and (, is the reconstructed reflection wavefield. In the 
time domain, this is equivalent to 
:2#6 = k (*2#, 56(,2#, 565.                              (2.18) 
As can be seen, the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition is unconditionally stable because it 
only includes multiplication and summation. However, the amplitudes of the image generated using 
this condition is not accurate. 
2.2.2 Illumination Compensation for the Zero-Lag Crosscorrelation Imaging 
Condition 
The zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition given by Equation 2.19 or Equation 2.18, has an 
inherent advantage in that it is unconditionally stable. However, in general, it does not give accurate 
amplitudes. One reason for this is that, because of geometric spreading and attenuation, the 
amplitudes of early arrivals are larger than those of later arrivals. Consequently, with the zero-lag 
crosscorrelation imaging condition, the image generated by early arrivals is stronger than that by the 
later arrivals. In principle, this can be fixed using the zero-lag deconvolution imaging condition, which 
can be written in the frequency domain as 
:2#6 = k ±e2#,6±2#,6 %,                                    (2.19) 
or 
:2#6 = k ±e2#,6±Ù2#,6±2#,6±Ù2#,6 %.                               (2.20) 
This is because the physical reflectivity (image) is defined as Equation 2.19 (Claerbout, 1971). If the 
wavefields,	(* and (,, are accurate, then the imaging condition given by Equation 2.19 or Equation 
2.20 can produce an accurate image. For example, if the signal 1 and 2 in Figure 2.6 are the source 
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wavefield and the reflection wavefield, respectively, then Equation 2.19 and 2.20 will give the image 
at 5 = 0 in Panel C of Figure 2.6. Comparing Panel C in both Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 shows that the 
deconvolution imaging condition can achieve much higher resolution and more accurate amplitudes 
than the crosscorrelation image condition. 
One problem with the deconvolution imaging condition is that it becomes unstable if some frequency 
components of (*2#, %6 are very small. To avoid this problem, Claerbout (1971) suggested omitting 
the denominator of Equation 2.20 because this is spectral density of the source wavefield and does 
not contain any phase information. This is equivalent to using the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging 
condition (Equation 2.17). 
Because RTM is implemented in the time domain, it is difficult to find a simple implementation of the 
deconvolution imaging condition for RTM. As an alternative, in order to boost the deep weak images 
in RTM, crosscorrelation images can be compensated using a source illumination factor (Kaelin and 
Guitton, 2006),  
 :2#6 = ∑ k±2#,z6±e2#,z6zk±o2#,z6z* .                               (2.21) 
 
Figure 2.6 The deconvolution imaging condition. A Signal 1. B Signal 2. C Deconvolution of signal 1 and signal 2. 
A C B 
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2.3 Artefact Removal 
Although RTM is a very powerful migration method, it has some disadvantages. In particular, if the 
migration velocity model includes some strong impedance contrasts, these will generate strong low 
wavenumber artefacts when the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition is used. The reason for 
this is that, above the interface, the source wavefield and the reconstructed reflection wavefield 
share similar wave paths. The zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition produces images not only 
at the interface, but also everywhere along the wave path corresponding to low-wavenumber 
features. We will now demonstrate this on a simple model.  
The model is 2000 m by 2000 m, has three horizontal layers (Figure 2.7A), and has 7 shots with a 30 
Hz Ricker wavelet as the source at 250 m, 500 m, 750 m, 1000 m, 1250 m, 1500 m, and 1750 m on 
the surface. Each recording consists of 401 traces with a spacing of 5 m. The trace length is 2 s and 
the sampling interval is 1 ms. The image obtained by stacking the 7 shots after RTM migration using 
the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition is displayed in Figure 2.7B. It can be seen that the 
image contains strong low-wavenumber artefacts, especially above the first boundary. The following 
sections describe several methods for removing the low-wavenumber artefacts. 
 
Figure 2.7 (A) is the velocity model for a model consisting of three layers, and (B) is the RTM image of 7 
shots over the model which has been generated using the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition. 
The image in (B) contains strong low-wavenumber artefacts. 
(A) (B) 
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2.3.1 Laplacian Filtering 
Laplacian filtering is the most efficient and simplest method for removing low-wavenumber RTM 
artefacts. Although the most direct removal method is to use a high-pass wavenumber filter, this can 
also remove events that are almost parallel to the direction of the filter. For instance, if the filter is 
applied along the depth axis, then steep dips become low-wavenumber images along the depth axis 
and will be removed by the high-pass filter. Ideally, the filter should remove artefacts without 
affecting the steep dips. This can be done with a Laplacian filter. The mathematical form of the 
Laplacian filter corresponds to the sum of the second derivatives along all the space axes (Youn and 
Zhou, 2001) and is given by 
:Ú = − `_oÛ_Lo + _oÛ_Mof,                         (2.22) 
where : is the raw image, :Ú is the filtered image. Fourier transforming Equation 2.22 gives 
:ÜÚ = 2L' + M'6:Ü,                           (2.23) 
where L and M are respectively the wavenumbers along 	G and I directions and Ý  indicates 
the spatial Fourier transform of the corresponding function. From Equation 2.23, it can be seen that a 
Laplacian filter scales the amplitude of each wavenumber component in the image by the square of 
the wavenumber. As a result, the high-wavenumber components in the image are boosted and the 
low-wavenumber components are suppressed. However, boosting the high-wavenumber 
components can cause some problems. In particular, the filter changes the relationship of the 
components between different wavenumbers.  
The result of applying a Laplacian filter to the image produced using the zero-lag crosscorrelation 
imaging condition (Figure 2.7B) is shown in Figure 2.8. As can be seen, the low-wavenumber artefacts 
are successfully removed. Comparing Figure 2.8 with Figure 2.7B, it can be seen that the reflector in 
the image becomes sharper after Laplacian filtering. This is because the Laplacian filter suppresses 
the low-frequency artefacts and increases the amplitudes of the high-wavenumber components.  
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Figure 2.8 The image produced after Laplacian filtering the image shown in Figure 2.7B. 
2.3.2 Poynting Vector Method 
One characteristic of the low-wavenumber RTM artefacts is that the waves producing the artefacts 
propagate in opposite directions. For example, as shown in Figure 2.9, the wave path of the source 
wavefield is from  to  to  while the wave path of the reflection wavefield in the reverse-time 
direction is from  to  to . At the reflection point,	, the two wavefields meet each other and 
the half angle (the reflection angle) between the paths of the source and reflection wavefields 	C, is 
smaller than 90o. At other points, there are only artefacts and no reflections, the half angle 	', is 
equal to 90o. This means if the half angle is almost 90o, then the crosscorrelation only contributes to 
the low-wavenumber artefacts. 
 
Figure 2.9 The paths of the source wavefield in the normal direction and the reflection wavefield in the reverse-time 
direction. The solid black line indicates the source wavefield path and the dashed red line is the path of the reflection 
wavefield. The green lines are the interior angle bisector of the paths of the two wavefields. 	Ó and 	Þ are the angles 
between the green lines and wave paths. ß, à and á respectively denote source, the receiver and reflection point. 
  
 
	C 
	' 
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Using this observation, Yoon, Marfurt and Starr (2004) proposed a method of removing 
low-wavenumber artefacts based on the Poynting vector, which describes the energy flux direction 
and hence the direction of wave propagation. The Poynting vector â  can be calculated by 
multiplying the first-order spatial derivatives of the wavefields, 
±#, with the sign of the first-order 
time derivative of the wavefields,	±z . Consequently, the reflection angle, 	, satisfies  
cos 2	 = ∑ 2â±6∙2âe±e6ã∑ |â±||âe±e|ã ,                           (2.24) 
where “∙” represents the inner product, and 5 is a small time window around the imaging time. 
Once the reflection angle has been determined, a weighting function can be defined as 
 ;2	6 = ä1						2	 ≤ 	Y60						2	 > 	Y6,                             (2.25) 
where 	Y is a preset angle and usually less than 90o. Scaling the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging 
condition with ;2	6 then gives a new imaging condition 
:2#6 = k;2	6(*2#, 56(,2#, 565,                      (2.26) 
in which the low-wavenumber artefacts are suppressed. 
Figure 2.10 shows the result of applying the imaging condition given by Equation 2.26 within RTM for 
the same data as were used to generate Figure 2.7B. Comparing the two results, it can be seen that 
the Poynting vector method effectively removes the low-wavenumber artefacts. Unfortunately, the 
additional cost of calculating the derivatives is relatively expensive, and makes this approach 
impractical. 
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Figure 2.10 Result of using the Poynting vector method to suppress low-wavenumber artefacts 
during RTM. Compared with Figure 2.7B, this method successfully removes the artefacts. 
2.3.3 Wavefield Decomposition Method 
Because RTM reconstructs the reflection wavefield in the reverse-time direction, the source and 
reflection wavefields travel in an opposite directions at the low-wavenumber artefact positions. If the 
propagation direction of the reflection wavefield is reversed to the same direction as the source 
wavefield, the source and reflection wavefields travel in the same direction at the artefact points 
(Figure 2.11). However, the propagation direction changes at the reflecting point. Both the source 
and reflection wavefields therefore have upgoing and downgoing components at the reflection point. 
This means the true image can be distinguished from the artefacts by finding the point at which the 
propagation direction of incident waves changes. Indeed, in general if the source wavefield is a 
downgoing wavefield, then reflection wavefield should be upgoing wavefield and vice versa. As a 
result, the image should be extracted where the source and reflection waves on the opposite 
directions in terms of their up and down components. This leads to a new imaging condition given by  
:2#6 = k (*æ2#, 56(,ç2#, 56 + (*ç2#, 56(,æ2#, 565,                (2.27) 
or in the frequency domain 
:2#6 = k (*æ 2#, %6(,ç2#, %6 + (*ç 2#, %6(,æ2#, %6%,             (2.28) 
where the subscripts, - and /, respectively indicate the downgoing and upgoing components of 
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wavefield.  
 
Figure 2.11 The paths of source and reflection waves in the same direction. The solid black line 
indicates the source wave path and the dashed red line is the path of the reflected wave. è, é 
and ê respectively represent the source, the receiver and the reflector. 
Hu and McMechan (1987) proposed that the downgoing and upgoing wavefields can be decomposed 
using 
 (æ2%, M6 = ä(2%, M6,						@	%M ≥ 00,																		@	%M < 0                         (2.29) 
and  
(ç2%, M6 = ä(2%, M6,						@	%M < 00,																		@	%M ≥ 0 .                       (2.30) 
If we define 
(l2%, M6 = ä(2%, M6,						@	M ≥ 00,																		@	M < 0                           (2.31) 
and  
(B2%, M6 = ä0,																@	M ≥ 0(2%, M6,			@	M < 0,                          (2.32) 
then, Equations 2.29 and 2.30 become 
(æ2%, M6 = ä(l2%, M6,						@	% ≥ 0(B2%, M6,						@	% < 0                        (2.33) 
  
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and  
(ç2%, M6 = ä(B2%, M6,						@	% ≥ 0(l2%, M6,						@	% < 0.                       (2.34) 
Applying the inverse Fourier transform with respect to M to Equations 2.33 and 2.34 gives 
(æ2%, I6 = ä(l2%, I6,						@	% ≥ 0(B2%, I6,						@	% < 0                         (2.35) 
and  
(ç2%, I6 = ä(B2%, I6,						@	% ≥ 0(l2%, I6,						@	% < 0.                        (2.36) 
Substituting Equations 2.35 and 2.36 into Equation 2.28 then gives 
 ,         (2.37) 
which simplifies to 
: = k (*l 2%, I6(,B2%, I6 + (*B 2%, I6(,l2%, I6%lìBì .              (2.38) 
The counterpart of Equation 2.38 in the time domain is (Liu et al., 2011) 
: = k (*l 25, I6(,B25, I6 + (*B 25, I6(,l25, I65lìBì ,                 (2.39) 
or 
: = 2W`k (*l 25, I6(,B25, I65lìBì f,                            (2.40) 
where keeping the conjugate, “†”, in the time domain because even in the time domain (*l and (,B are still complex numbers.    
: = í (*l 2%, I6(,B2%, I6 + (*B 2%, I6(,l2%, I6%lìY          + í (*B 2%, I6(,l2%, I6 + (*l 2%, I6(,B2%, I6%YBì  
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Following Equations 2.31, 2.32, 2.39 and 2.40, the imaging process can be implemented as follows: 
1. Fourier transform source and reflection wavefields with respect to I to obtain (25, M6. 
2. Set (25, M6 = 0, if M < 0, to get (l25, M6; set (25, M6 = 0, if M ≥ 0, to get (B25, M6. 
3. Inverse Fourier transform (l25, M6 and (B25, M6 with respect to M to obtain  (l25, I6 
and (B25, I6. 
4. Use either Equation 2.39 or 2.40 to extract the image.    
Figure 2.12 shows the result of using the wavefield decomposition method to suppress artefacts in 
RTM. Compared to Figures 2.8 and 2.10 and 2.7B, this method successfully removes almost all the 
low-wavenumber artifacts. In addition, it is quite efficient and only requires an additional 1D Fourier 
transform in depth on the source and reflection wavefields. Unfortunately, only separating wavefields 
along the upgoing and downgoing directions could leave out steep reflectors (Zhang and Sun, 2008), 
and it is therefore necessary to decompose wavefields along other directions. In practice, the 
wavefields are usually decomposed into both the upgoing and downgoing wavefields, and leftgoing 
and rightgoing wavefields.  
   
Figure 2.12 Result of using the wavefield deposition imaging method to suppress 
low-wavenumber artefacts in RTM. Compare with Figures 2.7B, 2.8 and 2.10.  
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2.3.4 Artefact Removal in ADCIGs 
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, low-wavenumber artefacts are generated at locations where the 
reflection angle is near 90o. Using this feature, Zhang and Sun (2008) proposed a method to remove 
artefacts in angle-domain common-image gathers (ADCIGs) by ether muting large-angle data or 
applying a cos' 	 weight to the angle gather; examples of this approach are shown in Appendix 3. 
More interestingly, in prestack migration, 
L' + M' = [o vwxo yQo ,                                (2.41) 
where 	 is the reflection angle, { is the local interval velocity, and the terms on the left side 
correspond to the Laplacian filter. This means Laplacian filtering is equivalent to applying the right 
hand side of Equation 2.41 to the angle gather. To implement Laplacian filtering without distorting 
migrated amplitudes and spectrum, this method can be implemented as follows: 
1. Scale the source wavefield or the source wavelet by 1 %'î ; 
2. Apply Laplacian filtering to the migration images; 
3. Rescale the migration output with {'. 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we have described the principles of RTM. RTM is superior to other depth migration 
methods because it can image all dips for any form of velocity variation, and also handles a wide 
range of frequencies. However, RTM is computationally more expensive than other migration 
methods and also places greater demands on data transfer (I/O). In particular, for 3D migration, the 
increased sampling requirements for RTM requires over a hundred times more calculations than 
phase-shift migration. Similarly, because the source wavefield and the reflection wavefield are 
constructed along different time directions, this increases the storage requirements, and also leads to 
extra calculation for source wavefield reconstruction (Section 2.2.4). Finally, artefact removal requires 
even more calculation (Section 2.3). However, although RTM costs more than other migration 
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methods, it is the most accurate technique available. As computer technology continues to improve, 
RTM is likely to remain a focus for further research and development, not least because it can be a 
critical tool in finding and developing the Earth’s ever-diminishing resources. 
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3 A Matrix Formulation of Least-Squares Reverse-Time Migration 
As discussed in Chapter 1, least-squares reverse-time migration (LSRTM) inherits the advantages of 
both least-squares migration and reverse-time migration. In general, linear gradient inversion 
algorithms, like steepest-descent (Table A.3) and conjugate-gradient (Table A.4), are used to carry out 
the least-squares inversion. These algorithms require the forward modelling and its adjoint migration 
operators to be transpose conjugate to one other (Nemeth and Schuster, 1999). All the least-squares 
migration (LSM) methods described in Section 1.4 need two subroutines to implement forward 
modelling and adjoint migration. The most significant advantage of using two subroutines is reducing 
memory requirement because they implement forward modelling and migration on the fly. However, 
it is extremely difficult to design two subroutines that are the complex conjugate of each other, which 
is required to ensure convergence. The “dot-product” test (Claerbout, 1992) to verify whether this is 
satisfied. However, even with carefully-designed forward modelling and adjoint migration (RTM) 
operators, it is nontrivial to produce two operators that pass the test, even for a simple model. The 
reason is not obvious. In this chapter, a matrix formulation of LSRTM will be developed based on 
generalised diffraction stack migration (GDM) (Schuster, 2002). This method ensures the convergence 
of LSRTM. Since it is based on a matrix formulation, we refer to it as matrix-based least-squares 
reverse-time migration (MLSRTM).   
3.1 Migration Based on Generalised Diffraction Stack 
Schuster (2002) proposed a method called generalised diffraction stack migration (GDM) in which the 
generalised Green’s function for each subsurface imaging point is obtained by solving the two-way 
acoustic wave equation,  
^∇' − CQ2#6o _o_zoi 12#, 56 = 2562# − #*6.               (3.1) 
As a result, GDM includes all multi-arrivals, diffractions and reflections while simple diffraction stack 
migration uses only the first arrival scattering information (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1 (Upper) Simple diffraction stack operator (dashed curve) which only contains first arrival scattering information. 
(Bottom) The generalised diffraction stack operator (dashed curves) contains all events in the migration model, including 
multiples, diffractions and reflections (Schuster, 2002). 
With the aid of the Green’s function, GDM can be expressed as a Fredholm integral equation of the 
first kind as 
:2#6 = ∬ ^12#|#*; 56 ∗ _ï_z 2#|#,; 56i ⋆ d2#,, 56	#,	5,                (3.2) 
where 12#|#*; 56 is the source Green’s function, 12#|#,; 56  is the receiver Green’s function, d2#,, 56 is the surface records, and ‘∗’ and ‘⋆’ denote convolution and crosscorrelation operators 
respectively. It can be noticed that a time differential operates on the receiver Green’s function in 
Equation 3.2. This makes Equation 3.2 compatible with Kirchhoff migration given by Equation 1.4. 
However, the cosine function is ignored since this research focuses on obtaining an angle 
independent stack image. The counterpart of Equation 3.2 in the frequency domain is 
:2#6 = ∬h%	1­2#|#*; %61­2#|#,; %6	d­2#,, %6	#,	%,                (3.3) 
which is equivalent to 
	:2#6 	= ∬h%	1­2#|#*; %61­2#|#,; %6d­2#,, %6	#,	%,             (3.4) 
Diffraction 
Stack 
Migration 
Generalised 
Diffraction 
Stack 
Migration 
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m
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where 	 ̃ indicates the counterpart of the variables in the frequency domain and † represents 
complex conjugate. In Equation 3.4, 1­2#|#*; %6 describes forward modelling of the source wavefield 
with a spike source, 1­2#|#,; %6d­2#,, %6  represents backward propagation of the record to 
reconstruct the reflected wavefield and the multiplication of the adjoint of the source wavefield and 
the reflected wavefield is equivalent to crosscorrelation. Consequently, GDM is the same as RTM 
(Schuster, 2002) except that the source wavelet in RTM is a bandlimited wavelet instead of a spike 
and a time derivative is used. 
As can be seen from Equation 3.3, GDM is an adjoint migration method, which uses the adjoint of the 
modelling operator (Claerbout, 1992). The modelling of GDM therefore can be expressed as 
,               (3.5) 
or equivalently in the time domain, 
d2#,, 56 = __z k12#|#*; 56 ∗ :2#6 ∗ 12#|#,; 56	#.                   (3.6) 
According to the reciprocity principle, the Green’s function from a receiver to an image point is equal 
to the Green’s function from the image point to the receiver. As a result, Equation 3.6 becomes  
d2#,, 56 = __z k12#|#*; 56 ∗ :2#6 ∗ 12#,|#; 56	#.                   (3.7) 
By comparing Equation 3.7 with Equation 1.13, it can be seen our migration uses a first order 
derivative with respect to time whereas the LSM of Schuster team uses a seconder order derivative. 
In fact, their LSM produces the image related to velocity. However, we are trying to obtain stack 
reflectivity image.  
d­2#,, %6 = í h%	1­2#|#*; %61­2#|#,; %6:2#6	# 
																= í h%	1­2#|#*; %6:2#61­2#|#,; %6	# 
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3.2 Implementation 
3.2.1 Adding Source Wavelets 
In Equations 3.3 and 3.5, the source wavelet is a spike, but in practice, the source wavelet is usually a 
bandlimited wavelet. The kernel of Equations 3.3 and 3.5 therefore becomes  
h%	1­2#|#*; %68̃2%61­2#|#,; %6 
instead of 
h%	1­2#|#*; %61­2#|#,; %6.     
In MLSRTM, we implement GDM (RTM) and modelling using a matrix formulation and need two 
terms to calculate the kernal: 1­2#|#*; %68̃2%6 and 1­2#|#,; %6. The first of these can be obtained 
by numerically solving Equation 3.1 with a source wavelet 8̃2%6, which is a series of complex 
numbers. However, the same approach cannot be used for the second term because this is equivalent 
to using a spike as the source wavelet in Equation 3.1 and most of numerical methods are inaccurate 
for very high frequencies. One way to avoid this problem is to use a bandlimited source wavelet 
instead of a spike. This can be done by rewriting the kernel as 
h%	1­2#|#*; %68̃2%61­2#|#,; %6 = 	1­2#|#*; %6C2%61­2#|#,; %6'2%6,        (3.8) 
where C2%6 and '2%6 are two bandlimited source wavelets satisfying 
 h%	8̃2%6 = C2%6'2%6.                              (3.9) 
If the wave equation is solved in the frequency domain, then the two source signatures can be 
chosen as 
C2%6 = '2%6 = ðh%	8̃2%6 .                         (3.10) 
However, if the wave equation is solved in the time domain instead, the two source signatures are 
expected to have a duration as short as h%8̃2%6. To achieve this, the two source signatures can be 
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chosen as  
C2%6 = 8ðh%	8̃2%6                          (3.11) 
and 
'2%6 = 8ðh%	8̃2%6 ∙ Wm∙ñm	*̃26,                    (3.12) 
where abs extracts the amplitude of a complex number and ó calculates the phase of a number. 
 
3.2.2 A Matrix Formulation of Forward Modelling and Its Adjoint Migration 
Using Equation 3.9, GDM can be expressed as 
:2#6 = ∬1Ý#|#8;%12%6†1Ý#|#;%22%6†dÝ2#,%6#%,      (3.13) 
where the terms in brackets can be obtained from a single solution of the two-way wave equation.  
As migration operators are the adjoint of their corresponding forward modelling operators (Claerbout, 
1992), the forward modelling corresponding to Equation 3.13 can be written as  
d­2#,, %6 = k1­2#|#*; %6C2%61­2#|#,; %6'2%6:2#6#.       (3.14) 
The migration and modelling operators in Equations 3.13 and 3.14 are equivalent to A and A 
respectively in Tables A.3 and A.4. In this chapter, we implement migration and modelling in a matrix 
formulation and therefore refer to the corresponding LSRTM as matrix-based LSRTM (MLSRTM). 
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic graph of one shot for a point diffractor model.  
:2#T6 :2#C6 
8̃2%6 d­ô2%6 d­C2%6
:2#'6 
d­'2%6 
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Now, we are trying to explicitly express Equations 3.13 and 3.14 in matrix forms. For the single shot 
situation (Figure 3.2), the reflectivity is treated as angle-independent, which means :2#6	is the 
average reflectivity over all incident angles. According Figure 3.2 and Equations 3.13 and 3.14, the 
migration process can be expressed as 
õ:2#C6:2#'6⋮:2#T6÷ = ¸¹
º1­C†2#C, %C6 ⋯ 1­C†2#C, %¨6 ⋯ 1­n†2#C, %C6 ⋯ 1­n†2#C, %¨61­C†2#', %C6 ⋯ 1­C†2#', %¨6 ⋯ 1­n†2#', %C6 ⋯ 1­n†2#C, %¨6⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮1­C†2#T, %C6 ⋯ 1­C†2#T, %¨6 ⋯ 1­n†2#T, %C6 ⋯ 1­n†2#T, %¨6ÀÁ
Â
ùú
úú
úú
û d­C2%C6⋮d­C2%¨6⋮d­ô2%C6⋮d­ô2%¨6üý
ýý
ýý
þ
,  (3.15) 
where 
 1­†# , %m = 1­#@|#8;%h1%h†1­#@|#?;%h2%h†,                 (3.16) 
and the modelling process can be written in a matrix form as  
ùú
úú
úú
û d­C2%C6⋮d­C2%¨6⋮d­ô2%C6⋮d­ô2%¨6üý
ýý
ýý
þ
=
¸
¹¹¹
º1­C2#C, %C6 1­C2#', %C6 ⋯ 1­C2#T, %C6⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮1­C2#C, %¨6 1­C2#', %¨6 ⋯ 1­C2#T, %¨6⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮1­n2#C, %C6 1­n2#', %C6 ⋯ 1­n2#T, %C6⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮1­n2#C, %¨6 1­n2#', %¨6 ⋯ 1­n2#T, %¨6À
ÁÁÁ
Âõ:2#C6:2#'6⋮:2#T6÷,         (3.17) 
where 
 1Ý # , %m = 1Ý#@|#8;%h1%h1Ý#@|#?;%h2%h.                 (3.18) 
Comparing Equations 3.15 and 3.17 with Equations 3.13 and 3.14 it can be seen that these two pairs 
of equations express the same processes in different ways. From the matrix form, it is clear that the 
migration operator is the complex conjugate of the modelling operator which guarantees the 
convergence of LSRTM with linear gradient methods. 
Similarly, for multi-shot migration, the forward modelling and adjoint migration systems can be 
formed by expanding Equations 3.15 and 3.17. For the adjoint migration, one shot’s Green’s function 
matrix, which shares the same form as the matrix in Equation 3.15, is placed after another shot’s 
Green’s function matrix along the row direction; similarly, one shot record is arranged in the same 
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way as the record vector in Equation 3.15 and then the vectors of all shots are grouped into a long 
vector. The forward modelling equation system for the multi-shots can be formed by exchanging the 
left (image) and right (data) vectors in the migration equation system and then complex-conjugate 
transposing the large matrix in the migration equation system. Consequently, the matrix formulation 
of migration and modelling for multi-shots is formed. 
3.2.3 Sampling of Green’s Functions 
The matrices in the equation systems for modelling and migration (Equations 3.15 and 3.17) are very 
large. For example, the stability and required accuracy of finite-difference for modelling on the 
Marmousi model (Versteeg, 1993; 1994) with our modelling program requires horizontal, vertical and 
temporal sampling of 6.25 m, 4 m, and 0.0004 s. Fifteen shots with a 20 Hz Ricker wavelet are 
recorded on the surface. Each shot has 96 traces with a time duration of 3 s. If migration is carried 
out from 1500 m to 9000 m of the model in the horizontal direction and each element of the large 
matrix is represented in the 4-byte floating-point format, then the matrix requires a total memory 
and storage of  
	1528ℎ56 × 9625¼W6 × 750128A?W6× 12012@6× 7512@6 × 4	5W8 = 6.5	5W8.  
Memory and storage capacity is therefore a major limitation of MLSRTM.  
It follows from the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem that, if the highest frequency in a signal is 
f	
	, and the sampling interval is less than C'		, then the original signal can be completely 
reconstructed (Shannon, 1998). As a result, in this example, the matrix contains a large amount of 
redundant information. 
In this case, a 20 Hz Ricker wavelet is used and its amplitude spectra are shown in Figure 3.3. As can 
be seen, the amplitudes of signals higher than 60 Hz are negligible. In addition, the velocities of the 
Marmousi model are generally more than 1550 m/s. The Nyquist sampling intervals along the space 
and time axes are therefore 12.9 m, and 0.0083 s, respectively. According to the Nyquist theorem, the 
horizontal, vertical and time sampling intervals can be set as 12.5 m, 12 m and 0.008 s and the 
memory requirement then becomes 
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 1528ℎ56 × 9625¼W6 × 37528A?W6× 6002@6× 2502@6 × 4	5W8 = 0.3	5W8,  
which is 1/120 of the original size. Although 0.3 TBytes memory is still bigger than the memory size of 
a single normal computer, it can be available on a cluster. In fact, the wave equation (Equation 2.1) 
indicates that the wavefield is linearly dependent on the source wavelet. Moreover, as can be seen 
from Equation 3.13, the image is summation of the contribution of all frequencies. As a result, the 
migrated image can be generated using a combination of separate frequency components. For the 
Marmousi example, the size of memory of one frequency is 
Y.
Ð 	5W8 = 0.8	15W8, 
which is well within the capacity of a modest computer.   
 
Figure 3.3 Amplitude spectrum of a 20Hz Ricker wavelet. Frequencies higher than 60 Hz are negligible. 
From the above discussion, it can be seen that MLSRTM has large memory requirements. 
Consequently this method is limited to 2D models and usually for the migration of a dataset with a 
few shots. 
3.2.4 Roughness Measurement  
If the recorded data are incomplete, or the data are contaminated by noise, MLSRTM becomes an 
ill-posed problem, and can produce high-wavenumber artefacts. One way of reducing the artefacts is 
to use a roughness constraint (Bube and Langan, 2008), which is also called the first-order Tikhonov 
regularisation (Aster et al., 2005). 
The roughness of an image can be measured using the first derivative with respective to space, which 
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in turn can be approximated by a first-order finite-difference. We will now demonstrate how to 
calculate the roughness of a model with a 3 × 3 matrix 
»CC C' C'C '' 'C ' ¿, 
where each element represents an image point, and the subscripts refer to the indices of samples.   
First, the matrix is reshaped into a column vector given by  
CC 'C C C' '' ' C ' . 
The horizontal roughness then can be calculated using 
ùú
úú
úû
C' − CC'' − 'C' − CC − C'' − '' − 'üý
ýýý
þ
=
ùú
úúú
û−1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 −1 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 −1 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 −1 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1üý
ýýý
þ
ùú
úú
úú
úú
ûCC'CCC''''C'üý
ýý
ýý
ýý
þ
,       (3.19) 
where the column vector in the left side is the horizontal roughness. 
Similarly, the vertical roughness can be calculated using 
ùú
úúú
û'C − CCC − 'C'' − C'' − ''' − C[ − 'üý
ýýý
þ
=
ùú
úúú
û−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1üý
ýýý
þ
ùú
úú
úú
úú
ûCC'CCC''''C'üý
ýý
ýý
ýý
þ
,       (3.20) 
where the column vector in the left side is the vertical roughness. 
Equations 3.19 and 3.20 provide a means of calculating the roughness in the horizontal and vertical 
directions. For a  ×  model, the matrices for the horizontal and vertical roughness are  ×  ×
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 × 2 − 16	and  ×  × 2 − 16 ×  respectively, and therefore also require a lot of memory. 
Alternatively, according to the pattern of the non-zero elements in the two matrices and the 
algorithm of the first-order finite-difference, two subroutines can be created to replace the 
roughness matrices and calculate the roughness on the fly. The two matrices will be used in the 
following inversion scheme.  
3.2.5 Least-Squares Implementation 
If forward modelling is written as a linear equation given by 
	 = 1,                                           (3.21)                     
where 1 denotes the matrix in Equation 3.17 for forward modelling, then an objective function can 
be written as  
$26 = ‖<  > − ‖' + N©' ‖OP‖' + NQ'‖OQ‖',          (3.22) 
where ‖ ‖'  indicates the '  norm, <  >	is the predicted data, OP  and OQ  represent the 
matrices in Equations 3.19 and 3.20 respectively, the first ' norm term measures the errors 
between predicted data and the recorded data, the other two ' norms measure the roughness of 
the image along the horizontal and vertical directions, and	N©' 	and	NQ' 	are regularisation parameters 
controlling the contribution of each ' norm term to the objective function. In theory, the two 
regularisation parameters can be found by using the L-curve method (Aster et al., 2005); however, in 
practice, they are usually determined according to experience because of the unaffordable 
calculation for the L-curve.  
As discussed in Appendix 4, minimising the objective function given by Equation 3.22 is equivalent to 
solving the normal equation given by 
 1 = 11 + N©' OPOP + NQ'OO,                     (3.23) 
which is equivalent to the equation given by  
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        1N©OPNQO

ÒÒ = 
1N©OPNQO

 1N©OPNQO .                    (3.24) 
Equation 3.24 can be solved using a gradient optimisation method. To achieve high efficiency, it is 
good to choose a conjugate-gradient method, which shares the high speed of convergence like 
steepest-descent for an initial model far away from the minimum or a Newton method for the initial 
model near the minimum. The modified conjugate-gradient method (Scales, 1987) (Table A.4) can be 
used for solving Equation 3.24 efficiently. It notes that data d in Table A.4 needs replacing with ÒÒ 
and X with  1N©OPNQO. Since the reflectivity (migrated image) can be positive or negative, it is 
reasonable to set the initial image value as zero. 
3.3 Synthetic Data Examples 
In this section, the characteristics of GDM (RTM) and MLSRTM are illustrated using two models: a 
point diffractor model, and a layered model. 
3.3.1 Point Diffractors 
We begin with a simple model consisting of nine point diffractors. There are two main reasons for 
choosing this model. First, point diffractors are a fundamental element of imaging, and can be used 
to build up any complex reflector. Second, they give a direct measure of imaging quality, in particular 
resolution. 
In this model, nine point diffractors are embedded in a medium with a constant velocity of 2000 m/s. 
The model size is 500 m by 1000 m (Figure 3.4A). Three shots (Figure 3.4B, C and D) with a source 
signature corresponding to a 30 Hz Ricker wavelet located at 200 m, 500 m and 800 m on the surface 
and records are modelled for 101 receivers with 10 m trace spacing spread evenly on the surface of 
model. To generate the records, the finite-difference scheme expressed in Equation 2.11 with PML 
boundary condition is used. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the results of applying MLSRTM and GDM to the first shot (Figure 3.4B) together 
with their associated amplitude spectra. Comparing Panels A, C and E, it can be seen that the result 
from MLSRTM is better than that for GDM. First, MLSRTM produces fewer artefacts: the GDM image 
(Panel A) contains quite strong arc-shaped artefacts which are not present in the MLSRTM result 
(Panels C and E). Second, the image of a single diffractor has fewer sidelobes. This is because the 
deconvolution imaging condition in MLSRTM compensates for the source wavelet whereas the 
zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition in GDM actually exaggerates the effect of the source 
signature. Finally, MLSRTM can produce higher spatial resolution images than GDM. This is supported 
by the amplitude spectra (the right column of Figure 3.5), which are calculated by applying the 
Fourier transform on the images along depth. From the panels, it can be seen that there is a larger 
bandwidth in Panel F than Panels D and B. This means the image in Panel E has higher vertical 
resolution than Panels A and C.  
Figure 3.6 shows the corresponding images and spectra of the second shot (Figure 3.4C). From the 
results, MLSRTM increases the resolution and reduces the artefacts in the image. However, one 
interesting phenomenon is that only the images of the three point diffractors of the middle column 
are horizontal whilst the others are tilted. This is because the second shot illuminates the three point 
diffractors symmetrically. Furthermore, due to the tilting of the images, the diffractors directly under 
the source have higher resolution than the other diffractors. 
Forward modelling of the images with Equation 3.14 produces the predicted records, which are 
presented in Figure 3.7. Since the first shot (Figure 3.4B) and the third shot (Figure 3.4D) are 
anti-symmetrical, only the first and second shots are displayed here. By comparing Panels A and B 
with Panels C to F in Figure 3.7, it is obvious that the GDM images do not match the true records 
shown in Figure 3.4 very well. First, the predicted data for GDM contain several events that do not 
exist in the true records, including events similar to the direct arrivals generated by the arc-shaped 
artefacts in Figure 3.5A. Second, the predicted data of the GDM images have more sidelobes than the 
true records. Nine hyperbolic events are clearly seen in the true records; however in the predicted 
data of the GDM images, the extra sidelobes of the events interfere with each other so that not all 
the hyperbolic events can be identified. Third, later arrivals in the predicted data of the GDM images 
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are much weaker than the actual arrivals in the true records. This is because the GDM images of the 
deep diffractors are weaker when using a zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition, and cannot 
accurately recover the amplitude of reflectors. By contrast, the predicted data of the MLSRTM images 
are almost identical to the true records indicating that the MLSRTM images can “explain” the records. 
Furthermore, if the modelling algorithm precisely describes the propagation of actual waves in the 
records, then the migration images inverted using MLSRTM will be accurate. The shape of the images, 
however, is not identical to the actual model since the data have limited bandwidth. With the 
deconvolution imaging condition in MLSRTM, the spatial frequency spectra of the inverted images are 
significantly expanded (Panels B, D and F in Figures 3.5 and 3.6).  
 
 
Figure 3.4 (A) Model containing nine point diffractors in a uniform medium with a constant velocity of 2000 m/s. (B), (C) 
and (D) Shot records for sources located at 200 m, 500 m and 800 m on the surface respectively. The source for each shot 
is a 30 Hz Ricker wavelet. Each shot has 101 traces with a trace spacing of 10 m. 
For multi-shot migration, the GDM image is the stack of the individual images of each shot. However, 
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
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the MLSRTM image is iteratively updated by using 
@+1 = @ + )â@, 
where @+1 is the updated image, @ is the current image and â@ is the image update and a stack of 
the contribution of each shot. The result of migrating the three shots are shown in Figure 3.8. As can 
be seen, the image obtained by migrating the three shots with GDM has fewer artefacts than the 
corresponding image with a single shot. This demonstrates that migrating more shots can suppress 
artefacts. However, comparing the GDM image of the three shots with the corresponding result from 
MLSRTM shows that MLSRTM has even fewer artefacts. The right column of Figure 3.8 shows the 
amplitude spectra of the images on the left. It is clear that the MLSRTM images have broader 
bandwidth than the GDM image. An interesting phenomenon is that the spectra of three column 
point diffractors have almost identical bandwidth, irrespective of their location, whereas the spectra 
of the single shot images depend on the location of each diffractor. Figure 3.9 shows the shot records 
corresponding implied in the GDM and MLSRTM results. As can be seen, the GDM images of three 
shots fit the data better than the GDM image of a single shot. However, the three shot GDM image 
still does not accurately fit the records.   
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Figure 3.5 GDM (RTM) and MLSRTM images of the first shot (Figure 3.4B), the source of which is located at 200 m on the 
surface, and their amplitude spectra. (A) is the GDM image while (C) and (E) are MLSRTM images after 20 and 200 
iterations respectively. (B), (D) and (F) are the amplitude spectra corresponding to the results shown on the left. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 3.6 The same as Figure 3.5, but for the shot located at 500 m. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 3.7 The predicted shot records of the GDM (RTM) and MLSRTM images of the first and second 
shots (Figure 3.4B, C). (A) is the predicted first shot of the GDM image while (C) and (E) are the predicted 
first shot of MLSRTM images after 20 and 200 iterations respectively. (B), (D) and (F) are the 
corresponding predicted records for the second shot. 
 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 3.8 The GDM (RTM) and MLSRTM images of three shots. (A) is the GDM image while (C) and (E) 
are MLSRTM images after 20 and 200 iterations respectively. (B), (D) and (F) are the spectra 
corresponding to the images on the left. 
 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 3.9 The predicted shot records of GDM (RTM) and MLSRTM images of three shots. (A) and (B) are the 
predicted first and second shots of the GDM image respectively. (C) and (D) are the predicted first and second 
shots of the MLSRTM image after 20 iterations respectively while (E) and (F) are for 200 iterations. 
3.3.2 Layered Medium 
In this section, the migration of a three-layer model will be investigated. The size of the model (Figure 
3.10A) is the same as the diffractor model in the previous section. Three shot records (Figure 3.10B, C 
and D) are acquired on the surface with the same acquisition geometry as the diffractor model. The 
direct arrivals are muted from the records as they do not contain any reflector information or 
contribute anything useful for imaging.  
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 3.10 The three-layer velocity model and three shot records. (A) is the three-layer velocity model, in which 
the velocity of the first and third layers is 2000 m/s and the velocity of the second layer is 2200 m/s. (B) The first 
shot record with source located at 200 m on the surface, (C) the second shot at 500 m and (D) the third shot at 
800 m. 
Figure 3.11 shows the results of migrating the three shots using GDM and MLSRTM. Panel A shows 
the GDM image while Panels C and E show the MLSRTM images after 30 and 200 iterations 
respectively. By comparing these images, it can be seen that the GDM image (Panel A) has several 
flaws. First, the reflectors in the GDM image are very rough and the amplitudes in the middle of each 
reflector are stronger than that at the sides. The ends of the image of a reflector produced by each 
shot with an adjoint migration operator do not stop at the end of effective illumination range caused 
by the limited recording aperture but ‘sweep’ upwards and outwards; as a result, when the images 
from the different shots are stacked together, the result is uneven, and does not correspond to the 
true model. The strong amplitudes at the middle of the image of each reflector are caused by 
near-critical reflections in the first and third shots. Second, the top reflector is stronger than the 
second reflector because the crosscorrelation imaging condition does not preserve amplitudes. 
Finally, there are two arc-shaped artefacts above the top reflector. These may be caused by the large 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
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distance between the shots introducing aliasing. By comparison, the image of MLSRTM after 30 
iterations in Panel C is much better than the GDM image in Panel A. The artefacts in the GDM image 
are almost completely removed in the MLSRTM image in Panel C; this result also has more uniform 
amplitudes both along each and between the two reflectors. However, there are still faint remnants 
of the arc-shaped artefacts. This is because only three shots are used in the inversion process and the 
arc-shape artefacts of one shot are not fully suppressed by the other shots. Furthermore, although 
increasing the number of iterations can produce higher resolution as shown in Panel E, this makes the  
image noisier. This is probably because in the later iterations, inversion is trying to fit the noise, which 
in this case is probably due to numerical errors and the difference between the modelling operators 
used in MLSRTM and the actual records. 
Panels B, D and F in Figure 3.11 show the amplitude spectra of the images on the left. It can be seen 
that MLSRTM improves the spatial resolution. However, the spectra in Panel F corresponding to the 
image after 200 iterations have strong amplitudes at both low and high spatial frequencies and 
contribute to the low and high-wavenumber artefacts which dominate the image in Panel E. 
Figure 3.12 shows the predicted data for the images in Figure 3.11. The predicted first shot (Figure 
3.10B) of GDM is displayed in Figure 3.12A, while the corresponding predicted shot of MLSRTM after 
30 iterations is shown in Figure 3.12C and the predicted shot of MLSRTM after 200 iterations is in 
Figure 3.12E. The right column in Figure 3.12 is the predicted second shot (Figure 3.10C). Comparing 
Panels A and B with the actual records, it can be seen that the predicted shots of the image have 
strong amplitudes at far offset but relatively weak amplitudes at near offset; they also have more 
events than the actual records. The spurious events in the predicted data are produced by the 
artefacts in the GDM image. If the initial model is zero, GDM is equivalent to the first iteration of 
MLSRTM (Table A.4). After the first iteration, the spurious events in the predicted data become the 
residuals, and are iteratively removed during the inversion process in MLSRTM. Indeed, Figure 3.13 
shows that the residuals gradually decline throughout the inversion. This is another reason why 
LSRTM is able to produce better results than GDM. 
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Figure 3.11 GDM (RTM) and MLSRTM images of the three shots and their amplitude spectra. (A) The 
GDM image. The MLSRTM images after 30 (C) and 200 (E) iterations. (B), (D) and (F) are the amplitude 
spectra corresponding to images on their immediate left. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 3.12 The predicted shot records of the GDM (RTM) and MLSRTM images. (A) is the predicted first 
shot (Figure 3.10B) of the GDM image while (B) is the predicted second shot (Figure 3.10C). (C) and (D) 
are the predicted first and second shots of the MLSRTM image after 30 iterations, (E) and (F) for 200 
iterations. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 3.13 The amplitude spectra of records and residuals of the first and second shots in MLSRTM (Left 
and right columns are the spectra of the first and second shots respectively). (A) and (B) are the spectra 
of the records. (C) and (D) are the spectra of the residual after the first iteration. (E) and (F) corresponds 
to 10 iterations. (G) and (H) is after 30 iterations. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
(G) (H) 
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3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we developed the matrix-based LSRTM (MLSRTM). Since it is implemented in a matrix 
formulation, and the matrix is pre-calculated, the inversion in MLSRTM is very efficient. However, the 
method has a very large computer memory requirement which makes it impractical for 3D data. This 
can partially be addressed by resampling the Green’s function according to Nyquist’s theorem. In 
cases where the data are incomplete or contaminated by noise, the image can contain 
high-wavenumber artefacts but these can be mitigated by adding a roughness constraint into the 
objective function. Two synthetic data examples demonstrate MLSRTM can produce images with 
higher resolution, fewer artefacts and more accurate amplitudes than conventional RTM. Additional 
examples using more complicated models will be presented in Chapter 5.    
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4 Non-Linear Least-Squares Reverse-Time Migration 
In Chapter 4, we described a method of least-squares migration, MLSRTM, which uses a matrix to 
implement the forward modelling and the adjoint of the matrix for migration. This technique 
implicitly assumes a linear relationship between forward modelling and migration, which in turn 
guarantees convergence of an iterative inversion. However, MLSRTM has large memory requirements, 
and is beyond the capacity of most ordinary computers for a 3D model. As such it is desirable to 
design a scheme that does not require massive computational memory and avoids requiring an exact 
adjoint relationship between the modelling and migration operators. One solution is to assume a 
nonlinear relationship between the data and the reflectivity model. This leads to obtain a new 
nonlinear LSRTM scheme (NLLSRTM). In the next section we will describe NLLSRTM in detail.  
4.1 Principles of NLLSRTM  
As discussed in Chapter 1, the migrated image (reflectivity), :, can be calculated as 
:2#6 = ±e2#6±2#6 ,                            (4.1) 
where (,2#6  and (*2#6	are respectively the reflected and source wavefields. Physically, the 
reflectivity has several important properties. First, it	is dimensionless and invariant with respect to 
time. Secondly, in general it can be a function of incident angle, P and S wave velocities, as well as 
azimuth and even frequency. It can also become a function of azimuth because of anisotropy 
(Downton and Roure, 2010; Collet et al., 2011). The Zoeppritz functions describe the relationship 
between the reflectivity and incident angle and the velocities of the P and S waves (Shuey, 1985). 
Multi-phase media, which consist of gas, water and solid rock, can also introduce frequency 
variations in reflectivity (Ren et al., 2009). In this thesis, for simplicity we only consider the acoustic 
wave situation, and assume that reflectivity does not change with frequency or incident angle. Since 
reflectivity is assumed as angle independent, the inverted image is a stacked image. However, this is a 
strong assumption and is the biggest weakness of this method. Fortunately, it should be 
straightforward to extend the theory to more complicated situations.  
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From Equation 4.1, it is clear that the accuracy of migration depends on the accuracy of the forward 
modelling process which is used to synthesise the source wavefield together with the accuracy of the 
reflected wavefield which is obtained by back propagation. In RTM, the reflected wavefield is 
obtained by time reversing the surface-recorded data and then backward propagating them to the 
reflector. In addition, in order to stabilise the imaging process, the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging 
condition is often applied. As discussed earlier, the combination of these calculations reduces the 
resolution and accuracy of the RTM image. However, the inverse of the imaging process is accurate 
and stable, and can be written as 
(,2#6 = (*2#6:2#6.                               (4.2) 
Equation 4.2 describes the entire forward wave propagation process from the generation of the 
wavefield by the source, through to the recorded signal. Furthermore, the wave propagation can be 
described by two Green’s functions: 1­*	propagating from sources to reflectors and 1­,	propagating 
from the reflector to the surface. The whole process of wave propagation can then be described in 
the frequency domain as 
d­ = h%	1­,:2#61­*Ü,                              (4.3) 
where Ü	is the source signature and d­  is the temporal Fourier transform of surface-recorded data. 
As described in previous chapter, the forward modelling given by Equation 4.3 uses the first-order 
time derivative to correct the phase of predicted data. In Equation 4.3, the only unknown is the 
reflectivity, :2#6. However, since the inverse of h%1­,1­*Ü cannot be determined directly, Equation 
4.3 can instead be solved by fitting the recorded data with a model of the reflectivity using some 
form of fitting criterion. In this chapter, we choose the L2 norm as the criterion. Consequently, the 
objective function can be written as 
 $:2#6 = ∑ C'd­2#,6 − d­Y2#,6' ,                      (4.4) 
where d­2#,6 and d­Y2#,6 are respectively the predicted and recorded data and ‖ ‖' indicates 
the L2 norm. As can be seen, the objective function is defined in the frequency domain. This can avoid 
the convolution operator and simplify derivation. However, all the implementations are in the time 
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domain. Substituting d­2#,6	with	h%1­,:2#61­*Ü, then the gradient of the objective function with 
respect to the reflectivity can be obtained as 
_Û2#6_Û2#6 = W ∑ h%	1­*Ü ^1­, `h%1­,:2#61­*Ü − d­Y2#,6fi ,      (4.5) 
where “W” indicates the operator returning only the real part of a complex solution (see the 
derivation in Appendix 5). Equation 4.5 provides a physical meaning for the gradient and also shows 
how it is calculated. The term 1­*Ü in the summation represents the forward propagated wavefield, 
while the term in round brackets corresponds to the residual after the previous iteration. The central 
term, 1­,, represents the operator for backward propagating the residual into the Earth. As such, the 
whole of Equation 4.5 is equivalent to extracting an image using the zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging 
condition. The gradient can also be expressed in the time domain as 
_Û2#6_Û2#6 = ∑ ^ __z1*i ⋆ ` __z 1,:2#61* − dYf ⋆ 1,z  ,              (4.6) 
where ⋆ is the crosscorrelation operator. 
In this work, we apply nonlinear gradient methods, such as nonlinear steepest descent and nonlinear 
conjugate gradient, to minimise Equation 4.4. Thus, in addition to calculating the gradient of the 
objective function, we also need to find the best step length	) for each iteration. To do this, we 
employ line search methods such as the “secant method” (Yuan and Sun, 1997), which efficiently 
calculates the optimal step length without needing to know the second derivatives of the objective 
function (see Appendix 5). Once the best step length	) has been determined, the reflectivity model 
can be updated using   
:TlC2#6 = :T2#6 + ),                                 (4.7) 
where  is the vector opposite to the gradient of the objective function in the current iteration. 
4.2 Implementation 
In general, NLLSRTM is a method to minimise the objective function given by Equation 4.3 with 
iterative gradient-based algorithms. Consequently, it requires calculating the gradient of the objective 
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function and step length. These have been described in the previous section. In this section, we will 
present other considerations for achieving a better image and higher efficiency.  
4.2.1 Regularisation  
Incomplete recorded data and noise may cause LSRTM to become an ill-posed problem. This in turn 
often causes high-wavenumber artefacts to be generated when minimising the objective function 
given by Equation 4.4. As discussed earlier, one way to mitigate the effects of these artefacts is by 
using a roughness constraint based on the first-order derivative of the model. In this case, the 
roughness measure for the horizontal direction under L2 norm can be expressed as 
$©:2#6 = C' ‖O©:2#6‖' ,                             (4.8) 
where	O© is the first-order derivative along the horizontal direction, and is described by Equation 
3.14. Similarly, in the vertical direction the roughness measure is written as 
$Q:2#6 = C' ‖Q:2#6‖',                              (4.9) 
where	OQ is the first-order derivative along the vertical direction, described by Equation 3.20. Details 
regarding the implementations of	O©and	OQ are discussed in Section 3.2.4.   
Adding the two roughness terms into the objective functions, and scaling the two terms by the two 
regularisation parameters N©'  and NQ', we get the final objective function 
$ = $ + N©'$© + NQ'$Q.                            (4.10) 
The gradient of the new objective function, Equation 4.10, is given by 
_Û2#6
_Û2#6 = _Û2#6_Û2#6 + N©' _¦Û2#6_Û2#6 + NQ' _Û2#6_Û2#6
																			= _Û2#6_Û2#6 + N©'O©O©:2#6 + NQ'OQOQ:2#6
.            (4.11)   
The optimal step length,	), for this objective function can also be found using the “secant method” 
(see Appendix 5). The search requires the first-order derivative of the objective function with respect 
to ) which is given by 
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_2Û2#6l !6
_ = _2Û2#6l !6_ + N©' O©O©2:2#6 + )6 + NQ'OQOQ2:2#6 + )6,  (4.12)  
where  is the update direction.    
4.2.2 Weighting  
In an iterative least-squares inversion, the larger elements in the residual can dominate the direction 
in which the model is updated. In particular, early arrivals are usually much stronger than later 
arrivals. As the shallower parts of the reflectivity model have larger residuals they also converge 
faster than other regions of the model. One way to address this problem is to weight the residuals of 
later arrivals, thereby potentially speeding up convergence in deeper parts of the model. This should 
then also speed up the overall convergence of the solution. 
If a diagonal matrix W	is used to weight the residual, then the objective function can be rewritten as 
$:2#6 = ∑ `C' Wd2#,6 − dY2#,6'fz .                (4.13) 
Since the weighting matrix is diagonal, multiplying it by the residual is equivalent to multiplying each 
element of the residual by the corresponding element of the weighting matrix. Since multiplication in 
the time domain is equal to convolution in the frequency domain, then the weighted objective 
function can be expressed in the frequency domain as  
$:2#6 = ∑ ÍC'#W$ `d­2#,6 − d­Y2#,6f#'Î ,             (4.14) 
where 
WÝ = ℱWℱBC,                                    (4.15) 
and ℱ and ℱBC are respectively matrices implementing the forward and inverse Fourier 
transformations. 
As shown in Appendix 5, the gradient of the weighted objective function (Equation 4.14) with respect 
to the reflectivity is given by 
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_Û2#6_Û2#6 = W ∑ h%1­*Ü ^1­,WÝ WÝ `h%1­,:2#61­*Ü − ÜY2#,6fi .     (4.16) 
It is important to note that if the weighting does not change the shape of the objective function, the 
weighting does not alter the solution of the inversion. This is because as the inverted model 
approaches the true model, the residual approaches zero. As a result, the converged solution is the 
same regardless of whether any weighting is used. 
4.2.3 Non-Linear Gradient Inversion Schemes 
From the previous sections we have described how to calculate a gradient, step length, roughness 
constraint(s) and weighting, such that a steepest descent method (Yuan and Sun, 1997) can be used 
to invert seismic data. The whole scheme is summarised in Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1 Non-linear steepest-descent scheme for NLLSRTM. 
In fact, the step length	), which minimises the objective function along the steepest-descent 
direction in the steepest-descent scheme, is often not the most effective step length for the global 
convergence (Yuan, n.d.). Barzilai and Borwein (1988) proposed a nonmonotone gradient method, 
known as the BB method, which can speed up convergence without using a linear search to find the 
step length	). This in turn reduces the cost of the calculation. The BB scheme is the same as the 
scheme of steepest descent for NLLSRTM , except that the step length is given by 
   )%%C = adbs† adbsadbs† Ïdbs                                 (4.17) 
Step 1: Set initial model	:Y2#6; 
Step 2: Calculate gradient  = _Û2#6_Û2#6  using Equation 
(4.6), (4.11) or (4.16); 
 
Step 3: Calculate step length ) using Equation (A5.7); 
 
Step 4: Update model using Equation (4.7) and return to 
Step 2 until model :TlC2#6 is acceptable. 
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or 
)%%' = adbs† ÏdbsÏdbs† Ïdbs,                                (4.18) 
where 
 Wn = :TlC − :T                                  (4.19) 
and 
n = −2TlC − T6.                             (4.20) 
The two step-length equations given by Equations 4.17 and 4.18 are equivalent; therefore, either can 
be used. 
Apart from non-linear steepest-descent and BB methods, another common inversion scheme is the 
non-linear conjugate-gradient methods shown in Table 4.2. Unlike linear conjugate-gradient methods 
(Table A.4), which analytically calculate a step length and update the residual recursively, non-linear 
conjugate-gradient methods calculate a step length using a line search and compute the residual by 
subtracting the predicted data from recorded data. 
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Table 4.2 Non-linear conjugate-gradient scheme for NLLSRTM. 
4.3 Synthetic Data Examples 
In this section, the two synthetic datasets introduced in Chapter 3 are used to test RTM and NLLSRTM 
with non-linear steepest-descent method (Table 4.1). The models and geometries are the same as in 
Chapter 3.  
4.3.1 Point Diffractors 
The results of RTM and NLLSRTM for the point diffractor model are shown from Figure 4.1 to 4.3. For 
the migration of multi-shots, like the GDM image, the RTM image is the stack of the image of each 
individual shot while the NLLSRTM image for multi-shots is generated in the same way as the 
MLSRTM image. In general, the results show that NLLSRTM has the same behaviour and 
characteristics as MLSRTM. Indeed the characteristics of GDM and MLSRTM are also all present in 
RTM and NLLSRTM. By comparing the images and their spectra of RTM with those of GDM, it can be 
seen that the results of the two algorithms are almost identical. This implies that the two algorithms 
are equivalent even though they are implemented in different domains (GDM is carried out in the 
frequency domain whilst RTM is in the time domain). 
Step 1: Set initial model	:Y2#6; 
Step 2: Calculate gradient Y = _Û2#6_Û2#6  using 
Equation (4.6), (4.11) or (4.16). Set search 
direction	Y = −Y; 
Step 3: Calculate step length ) using (A5.7); 
Step 4: Update model using Equation (4.7); 
Step 5: Calculate gradient TlC = _Û2#6_Û2#6  using 
Equation (4.6), (4.11) or (4.16); 
Step 6: & = '×¥sÙ 2'×¥sB'×6'×Ù'×  or & = '×¥sÙ '×¥s'×Ù'× , etc.; 
Step 7: Set TlC = −TlC + &T and return to Step 
3 until the model :TlC2#6 is acceptable.  
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Figure 4.1 RTM and NLLSRTM images of the first shot (Figure 3.4B) together with their amplitude spectra 
and predicted records. (A) RTM image; (C) NLLSRTM image after 200 iterations. (B) and (D) are the 
amplitude spectra corresponding to the left side images. (E) The predicted records for the RTM image; (F) 
the predicted records for the NLLSRTM image. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 4.2 The same as Figure 4.1, but for the second shot shown in Figure 3.4C. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 4.3 RTM and NLLSRTM images of all the three shots (Figure 3.4B, C and D) together with their 
amplitude spectra and predicted records. (A) RTM image; (C) NLLSRTM image after 200 iterations. (B) 
and (C) are the amplitude spectra corresponding to the left side images. (E) The predicted record of the 
RTM image for the second shot shown by Figure 3.4C; (F) The predicted record of the NLLSRTM image. 
Interestingly, the image obtained using NLLSRTM after 200 iterations is almost the same as that for 
MLSRTM after 20 iterations, indicating that MLSRTM converges faster than NLLSRTM. There may be 
two reasons for this. First, MLSRTM uses a conjugate-gradient method whilst the NLLSRTM method in 
this section uses a steepest-descent method, and conjugate-gradient methods generally converge 
faster than steepest-descent methods. Second, the modelling algorithm in MLSRTM is linearised into 
a matrix, whereas in NLLSRTM, it is only quasi-linear, and gradient methods usually converge more 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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quickly for a linear problem than a non-linear problem. 
In order to compare the performance of these three inversion schemes, non-linear steepest-descent, 
BB and non-linear conjugate-gradient methods, described in Section 4.2.3, each is applied to the 
three shots from the point diffractor model. The residuals at each iteration through inversion are 
displayed in Figure 4.4. As can be seen, the BB method converges more quickly than the non-linear 
steepest-descent method, but is also slightly slower than the non-linear conjugate gradient method.   
 
Figure 4.4 Comparison of convergence of NLSD (non-linear steepest-descent), BB and NLCG (non-linear 
conjugate-gradient). BB is faster than NLSD but with non-monotone decrease of residual. NLCG can converge the 
objective function even faster than BB and NLSD. The maximum normalised residual, 1, is corresponding to the (Þ norm 
of the observed data. 
4.3.2 Imaging with Inaccurate Velocity 
In this section, we test the sensitivity of GDM, RTM, MLSRTM and NLLSRTM to velocity errors using 
the point diffractor model. First, the first shot shown in Figure 3.4B is migrated using a velocity of 
1900 m/s which is 5% lower than the true value. The images and predicted shot gathers are displayed 
in Figure 4.5. As expected, the data are undermigrated: the diffractors do not focus and their imaged 
locations are shallower than their true position. However, as in the case where the velocity is correct, 
both the LSRTM methods have fewer artefacts than GDM and RTM. More interestingly, when only a 
single shot is migrated, the predicted data of the two LSRTM images with inaccurate migration 
velocity are very similar to the predicted data with the correct velocity. This means that, for migration 
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of a single shot record, the objective function is insensitive to velocity errors. This is because for a 
single shot LSRTM can manipulate the shapes and positions of reflectors to compensate for the 
velocity errors.  
Figure 4.6 shows the result of migrating three shots with a velocity of 1900 m/s. In this case the 
diffractors are again undermigrated and poorly focussed, but to a greater extent than in the case of a 
single shot. This is because using multiple shots provides additional constraints in LSRTM. Similarly, 
unlike the case for a single shot, the predicted data in Figure 4.6E, F, G and H are different from the 
corresponding predicted data with the correct velocity. For multi-shot migration, however, each shot 
distorts the shape and position of each reflector differently and this cannot be compensated by 
LSRTM. As a result, the migration images of multi-shots cannot fit all the shots. In other words, only 
the image produced with the correct velocity fits all the shots. This in turn implies that, for migrations 
of multiple shots, the residual of the objective function is sensitive to errors in the migration velocity, 
although it is also a minimum when the velocity is correct.  
Figure 4.7 shows the result of migrating the three shots with a velocity of 2100 m/s, namely 5% 
higher than the true value. In this case, as expected, the images are overmigrated: the diffractor 
points are not completely focussed, and are also deeper than their true locations.  
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Figure 4.5 Images and predicted data of the first shot (Figure 3.4B) migrated with 5% lower velocity. (A) 
GDM image; (B) MLSRTM image after 200 iterations; (C) RTM image and (D) NLLSRTM image after 200 
iterations. (E), (F), (G) and (H) are the predicted data of image (A), (B), (C) and (D) respectively. 
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
(E) (F) 
(G) (H) 
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Figure 4.6 Images using all the three shots migrated with 5% lower velocity and the predicted second shot for each of the 
four images. (A) GDM image, (B) MLSRTM image after 200 iterations, (C) RTM image and (D) NLLSRTM image after 200 
iterations. (E), (F), (G) and (H) are the predicted second shot (Figure 3.4C) of image (A), (B), (C) and (D) respectively.  
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
(E) (F) 
(G) (H) 
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Figure 4.7 The same as Figure 4.6 but for a migration velocity which is 5% higher than the correct value.   
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
(E) (F) 
(G) (H) 
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4.3.3 Layered Medium 
In this section, the three shots shown in Figure 3.10 are reprocessed with RTM and NLLSRTM. Figure 
4.8 shows the corresponding images and their amplitude spectra. Compared Figure 4.8 with Figure 
3.11, the GDM and RTM images are almost identical to each other. This again demonstrates that GDM 
is equivalent to conventional RTM. Second, after 30 iterations, the MLSRTM image is more uniform 
and flatter than the one obtained with NLLSRTM and is almost the same as the image of NLLSRTM 
after 200 iterations. This implies that MLSRTM requires fewer iterations to converge than NLLSRTM. 
The reasons for this are the same as for the diffractor model. Figure 4.9 shows the predicted data 
corresponding to the images in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the NLLSRTM images fit the data better 
than the RTM image. Figure 4.10 presents the amplitude spectra of the records and residuals of the 
first and second shots given in Figure 3.10B and C, and shows that the residuals are gradually 
attenuated.  
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Figure 4.8 RTM and NLLSRTM images of the three shot data in Figure 3.10 and their corresponding 
amplitude spectra. (A) RTM image, (C) NLLSRTM image after 30 iterations and (E) after iterations. (B), (D) 
and (F) are the amplitude spectra corresponding to the images on their left. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 4.9 The predicted shot records of the RTM and NLSRTM images in Figure 4.8. (A) The predicted 
first shot of the RTM image, (C) the predicted first shot of the NLLSRTM image after 30 iterations, (E) 
after 200 iterations. (B), (D) and (F) are the predicted second shot corresponding to the left record.  
 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
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Figure 4.10 The amplitude spectra of records and residuals of the first (left column) and second (right 
column) shots with NLLSRTM. (A) and (B) are the spectra of the records. (C) and (D) are the spectra of 
the residual after five iterations. (E) and (F) corresponds to 30 iterations. (G) and (H) are after 200 
iterations.  
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
(E) (F) 
(G) (H) 
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4.3.4 Aliasing 
In this section, we will use the layered model to study how LSRTM handles aliasing. There are several 
types of aliasing in migration. The first is data spatial aliasing, which occurs when the waves at the 
surface are not sampled enough. The criterion to avoid data aliasing is 
 ≤  = Qe'x)* +e∆L  ,                           (4. 21) 
where f is the maximum frequency in the data, {, is the medium velocity at receivers, a local 
plane-wave incident angle ,, at the recording surface and ∆G is the trace spacing (Lumley et al., 
1994). Once the data have been aliased during the recording process, it is difficult to suppress the 
aliasing without either reshooting the survey with smaller trace spacing or interpolating the record.  
The second form of aliasing is image aliasing. This arises when the migration grid is too coarse to 
properly represent the migrated reflectors and can be overcome using finer grids of imaging (Lumley 
et al., 1994). 
The third form of aliasing is operator aliasing, which happens when the migration operator itself 
contains frequencies which do not satisfy the sampling requirement given by Equation 4.21. This 
normally only occurs in Kirchhoff migration and can be solved in several ways (Gray 1992; Lumley et 
al., 1994). 
Finally, Zhang et al. (2003) discussed aliasing introduced by the crosscorrelation imaging condition. 
This occurs because the prestack crosscorrelation adds the shot and receiver spatial frequencies, and 
thereby doubles the spatial frequency range in the images. 
In the rest of this section, we will use the three-layer model to demonstrate how MLSRTM and 
NLLSRTM can mitigate the effects of data aliasing after the trace spacing has been increased to 40 m. 
The  −  spectra of the first and second shots (Figure 3.10B and C) are displayed in Figure 4.11A 
and B: frequencies beyond the Nyquist wavenumber are wrapped around because of aliasing and this 
produces arc-shaped artefacts in the GDM and RTM images (Figure 4.12A and B). The reason for this 
is that the impulse response for prestack migration in a constant-velocity medium is an ellipse, and 
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when the trace spacing is too large, the ellipses from each trace do not cancel away from the image 
points. This is particularly a problem at steep dips, which have smaller horizontal wavelengths (higher 
spatial frequencies) than flat dips. However, when LSRTM is applied on the aliased data, the events 
predicted from the aliasing artefacts of any single shot are inconsistent with those of the other shots. 
As a result, the artefacts become residuals of other shots, and are iteratively reduced in the inversion. 
Indeed, if more shots are inverted together, then the inversion will mitigate the artefacts to a larger 
extent. In this example, three shots are used in the inversion. Unfortunately, some aliasing artefacts 
still persist in the images (Figure 4.12C and D) inverted by MLSRTM and NLLSRTM. 
Looking the artefacts and the reflectors in Figure 4.12C and D carefully, it can be seen that the 
artefacts have smaller wavelengths in both horizontal and vertical directions than the reflectors. This 
suggests that the aliasing artefacts can be further suppressed using a roughness constraint (Kühl and 
Sacchi, 2003). Figure 4.13 shows the corresponding images with a roughness constraint. Panel A, 
which is the MLSRTM image obtained with a roughness constraint, shows the high-wavenumber 
artefacts are removed but that strong low-wavenumber artefacts remain. Applying a Laplacian filter 
produces the image shown in Panel B, which again still has some weak artefacts. Panel C is result of 
applying a second derivative along the vertical direction on the image shown in Panel A and is now 
entirely free from almost artefacts. Finally, Panel D shows the results of using NLLSRTM with a 
roughness constraint. This result is also almost entirely free from artefacts. These results show that a 
roughness constraint can mitigate aliasing artefacts in both MLSRTM and NLLSRTM.  
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Figure 4.11 The  −  spectra of the resampled shots. (A) The spectra of the resampled first shot 
shown in Figure 3.10B and (B) the spectra of the resampled second shot shown in Figure 3.10C. 
 
Figure 4.12 Results of migrating the resampled shot records from Figure 3.10 with an input trace spacing 
of 40 m. (A) The GDM image; (B) the RTM image; (C) the MLSRTM image after 30 iterations; (D) the 
NLLSRTM image after 200 iterations. 
(A) (B) 
(C) (D) 
(A) (B) 
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Figure 4.13 LSRTM with roughness constraint. (A) The MLSRTM image with roughness constraint; (B) 
after Laplacian filtering on the image in (A); (C) after applying the second derivative along the vertical 
direction to the image in (A); (D) the NLLSRTM image with a roughness constraint but no other filtering. 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter we described a new, nonlinear implementation of least-squares migration, NLLSRTM, 
which is designed to solve two problems. First, NLLSRTM avoids the memory requirement of MLSRTM. 
This is because that the forward modelling and back propagation in NLLSRTM are implemented using 
two subroutines instead of a matrix. Second, NLLSRTM fixes the misconvergence problem associated 
with normal LSRTM implemented with a linear gradient-based inversion method. The key reason for 
the misconvergence is that the linear gradient methods used for normal LSRTM require that the two 
subroutines of forward modelling and adjoint migration are exact conjugate transposes of each other, 
whereas this is extremely difficult to achieve. NLLSRTM addresses this issue by treating the inversion 
as a non-linear problem. In particular, it ensures convergence by using non-linear gradient-based 
inversion schemes, such as non-linear steepest-descent, BB or non-linear conjugate-gradient solvers. 
Although these are locally-linearised inversion methods, the inversion scheme considers the 
non-linear relationship between data and reflectivity. Thus, the method is a non-linear one. 
(C) 
(A) (B) 
(D) 
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The two synthetic data examples demonstrate like MLSRTM, NLLSRTM can achieve better images in 
terms of higher resolution, fewer artefacts and more accurate amplitudes than RTM. While both 
methods are not immune to velocity errors, they still produce images with fewer artefacts than GDM 
and RTM. In addition, the two LSRTM methods can be applied with a roughness constraint to mitigate 
aliasing problems. 
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5 Synthetic and Field Data Examples 
In the previous chapters we introduced the principles of RTM, MLSRTM and NLLSRTM and applied 
them to two simple synthetic data examples. The results show that both LSRTM methods can 
improve the image quality significantly compared to conventional RTM. In this chapter, we will use 
the Marmousi model together with a field data example to demonstrate and compare the three 
algorithms.  
5.1 The Marmousi Model 
In this section, the Marmousi model (Versteeg, 1993; 1994) is used to demonstrate how MLSRTM and 
NLLSRTM work for a model containing several challenging features. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are 
respectively the velocity and reflectivity models for the Marmousi model, and include thin layers, 
steep faults, anticlines and other structures. The dataset (Figure 5.3) used in this section was 
generated by solving the acoustic wave equation (Equation 2.12) using the finite-difference scheme 
described by Equation 2.13 and a grid size of 4 m in depth by 5.25 m in the horizontal direction. A 20 
Hz Ricker wavelet with a 56 ms delay is used as the source signature. 240 shots with a 25 m shot 
spacing are placed uniformly across the whole model, with the first shot located at 3000 m and the 
last shot at 8975 m. Each shot has 96 traces with 25 m trace spacing, a minimum offset of 200 m, 4 
ms sample interval, and a record length of 3 s. 
 
Figure 5.1 The velocity model of the Marmousi data in m/s. 
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Figure 5.2 Reflectivity of the Marmousi model. 
5.1.1 Migration of a Single Shot 
We begin by using the first shot at 3000 m to test the three migration methods: conventional RTM, 
MLSRTM and NLLSRTM. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. Panel A shows the RTM image and 
contains noticeable high-wavenumber artefacts as well as strong low-wavenumber artefacts. The 
low-wavenumber artefacts are caused by the use of both the two-way wave equation and the 
zero-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition, and can be removed using a Laplacian filter (Panel B), 
although the filter leaves the high-wavenumber artefacts unaffected (Panel B). The MLSRTM result in 
Panel C has much weaker low-wavenumber artefacts. As shown in Panel D, applying a roughness 
constraint in MLSRTM efficiently attenuates the high-wavenumber artefacts but again produces 
strong low-wavenumber artefacts. Applying a Laplacian filter on the constrained MLSRTM image 
(Panel D) yields the final MLSRTM image (Panel E), which has higher resolution and fewer artefacts 
than the corresponding final RTM image (Panel B). Finally, NLLSRTM with Laplacian filtering generates 
the image shown in Panel F, which is of similar quality to the MLSRTM final image. 
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Figure 5.3 Shot records from Marmousi model dataset. The source locations are 480 m for A, 928 m for B, 
and 1376 m for C. 
 
Figure 5.4 RTM and LSRTM images for shot A in Figure 5.3. (A) Raw RTM ; (B) RTM with Laplacian filtering; 
(C) MLSRTM without a roughness constraint; (D) MLSRTM with a roughness constraint; (E) MLSRTM image 
with a roughness constraint after application of a Laplacian filter; (F) NLLSRTM image with Laplacian 
filtering. 
(A) (B) (C) 
(D) (E) (F) 
A B C 
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5.1.2 Migration of Multiple Shots 
In this section, we repeat the tests in the previous section, but using 15, 30, 60 and 120 shots, 
corresponding to shot intervals of 400 m, 200 m, 100 m and 50 m respectively. Because of limited 
computer resources, MLSRTM is only applied on 15 shots. The results of conventional RTM, MLSRTM 
and NLLSRTM for 15 shots are shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. Once again, the raw RTM image in 
Panel A of Figure 5.5 has quite strong low-wavenumber artefacts, especially around each source 
position. Applying a low-cut filter produces an image with much fewer artefacts (Panel B), but still has 
unwanted strong events. Applying a Laplacian filter on the raw image generates the image in Panel C, 
in which the low-wavenumber artefacts are suppressed but the high-wavenumber artefacts are 
actually enhanced. Furthermore, the reflectors become much thinner than in the raw image; this is 
because a Laplacian filter artificially boosts the amplitude of high frequencies.  
As the number of shots is increased, the high-wavenumber artefacts decrease because of the effect 
of stacking (Figures 5.8, 5.10 and 5.12), whilst the low-wavenumber artefacts persist in the raw RTM 
results. As can be seen from the final RTM images shown in Panel C of Figures 5.8, 5.10 and 5.12, with 
sufficient shots, RTM can produce high-quality in terms of reduced artefacts. By contrast, the 
NLLSRTM images, such as Figure 5.13B, are always superior to the corresponding RTM image after 
Laplacian filtering. In particular, the NLLSRTM image has fewer high-wavenumber artefacts, produces 
better images at the edges of the model and, most importantly, improves the genuine resolution. For 
example, it is extremely difficult to see the bottom of the reservoir at the top of the second anticline 
in Figure 5.12, whereas a horizontal flat reflector corresponding to the bottom of the reservoir 
crosses the top of this anticline and can be readily identified in the NLLSRTM image (Figure 5.13B). 
Unfortunately, this improvement is achieved at a cost of tens of times more calculation than RTM.  
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Figure 5.5 Stack of RTM images of 15 shots. (A) Raw stack; (B) after bandpass filtering , which has a low 
cut of 0.006 1/m and a high cut of 0.03 1/m; (C) with Laplacian filtering. The low-wavenumber artefacts in 
(A) are removed by Laplacian filtering. 
 
 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
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Figure 5.6 MLSRTM images of 15 shots. (A) Raw image; (B) raw image after the same bandpass filtering 
as in Figure 5.5B. The low-wavenumber artefacts are removed by the filter. 
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Figure 5.7 NLLSRTM image of 15 shots. (A) Raw image; (B) NLLSRTM image with the same bandpass 
filtering used in Figure 5.5B. 
 
 
 
 
(A) 
(B) 
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Figure 5.8 Stacks of RTM images of 30 shots. (A) Raw stack; (B) stack after the same bandpass filtering as 
in Figure 5.5B; (C) Laplacian filtering on the raw stack image. 
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Figure 5.9 NLLSRTM image of 30 shots. (A) Raw NLLSRTM image; (B) NLLSRTM image with the same 
bandpass filtering as in Figure 5.5B. 
 
 
 
 
 
(A) 
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Figure 5.10 Stacks of RTM images of 60 shots. (A) Raw stack; (B) stack with the same bandpass filtering as 
Figure 5.5B; (C) stack with Laplacian filtering. 
 
 
(A) 
(B) 
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Figure 5.11 NLLSRTM image of 60 shots. (A) Raw image; (B) image with the same bandpass filtering as in 
Figure 5.5B. 
 
 
 
 
 
(A) 
(B) 
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Figure 5.12 Stacks of RTM images of 120 shots. (A) Raw stack; (B) stack with the same bandpass filtering as 
in Figure 5.5B; (C) stack Laplacian filtering. 
 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
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Figure 5.13 NLLSRTM images of 120 shots. (A) Raw NLLSRTM image; (B) NLLSRTM with the same bandpass 
filtering as in Figure 5.5B. 
5.2 Field Data Example 
In this section, we apply RTM and NLLSRTM on a field dataset provided by PGS to compare the 
abilities of the two algorithms. MLSRTM is not used because of the size of the dataset. 
5.2.1 Acquisition Parameters 
The field dataset is a 2D line extracted from a 3D towed streamer dataset over an area with salt 
bodies. The subset comprises 143 shots with a shot interval of 100 m. Each shot contains 500 traces 
with a trace interval of 12.5 m, and the minimum offset is 100 m. The trace length is 6 s and has a 
sample interval of 4 ms. The source and streamer are at depths of 8 m and 20 m respectively.  
(A) 
(B) 
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5.2.2 Preprocessing 
Proper preprocessing is crucial to successful migration. In this dataset, preprocessing, such as 
demultiple, deconvolution and noise attenuation, was done by PGS. Examples of four preprocessed 
shots from the dataset are shown in Figure 5.14. Because our programs are based on a 2D acoustic 
formulation of the wave equation, the data need to be compensated for the effects of 3D 
propagation. This is done using a technique based on the Green’s function for homogeneous media 
(Wang and Rao, 2009). In homogeneous media, the 3D Green’s function is 
1æ2#'|#C, %6 = C[\Ú WBm-. ,                            (5.1) 
whilst the 2D Green’s function is 
1'æ2#'|#C, %6 = ` Bm/\ÚfC/' WBm
-. ,                      (5.2) 
where  is the distance from #C to #' and ¼ is the wave speed. 
It follows from Equations 5.1 and 5.2 that the difference between 3D and 2D propagation can be 
corrected using a compensation factor given by 
0 = '\Úm .                                (5.3) 
Equation 5.3 is derived using constant velocity, and does not consider velocity variations or amplitude 
changes due to reflection and transmission. It therefore only partially compensates for the 
differences between 2D and 3D propagation. Figure 5.15 show the results of applying this 
compensation to the shots in Figure 5.14. As expected, the amplitudes of the late arrivals are boosted. 
The correction also introduces a subtle (45 degree) phase shift into the data. 
5.2.3 Migration Results 
After preprocessing, RTM and NLLSRTM are applied to on the dataset. The source wavelet and 
migration velocity model provided by PGS are plotted in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. To speed up 
convergence in the deep part of the model, the events corresponding to deep reflectors are weighted 
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using the offset-dependent weighting function shown in Figure 5.18 . 
Figure 5.19 shows the RTM image for all 143 shots. This result contains low-wavenumber artefacts 
obscuring reflectors which can be suppressed by a Laplacian filter (Figure 5.20). However, although 
the Laplacian filter attenuates low-wavenumber artefacts, it does not affect high-wavenumber 
artefacts. Also, as can be seen in Figure 5.20, even with Laplacian filtering, some low-wavenumber 
artefacts are still present. As shown in Figure 5.21, these can be further suppressed using a low-cut 
filter with a cut-off wavenumber of 0.01 1/m. 
Figure 5.22 shows the NLLSRTM image for all 143 shots. Comparing this with the RTM image in Figure 
5.19, it can be seen that the NLLSRTM image has significantly fewer artefacts, although it does still 
have some low-wavenumber which can be removed by applying a Laplacian filter (Figure 5.23). 
Furthermore, by comparison with the equivalent RTM image after Laplacian filtering (Figure 5.20), 
the NLLSRTM image does not have as many high-wavenumber artefacts. However, this image has 
significant near-vertical artefacts close to the surface. Comparing the NLLSRTM image with the 
corresponding RTM result, it can be seen that the NLLSRTM image is superior. First, NLLSRTM 
significantly reduces artefacts. For example, there are noticeable artefacts above the water bottom, 
such as those in the area indicated by the top left red box, that are significantly reduced in the 
NLLSRTM result. Second, NLLSRTM produces increased resolution through the deconvolution imaging 
condition inherent in LSM. For example, the area indicated by the middle red box presents more 
reflectors in Figure 5.23 than Figure 5.21. This demonstrates that NLLSRTM can decouple the 
reflectors which are close to others.  
The NLLSRTM image in Figure 5.22 contains a significant amount of random noise. This is common for 
inversion since, although inversion increases the resolution, it also boosts noise. One way of reducing 
this problem is to use roughness constraints as shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. As expected, the 
roughness constraints not only stabilise the solution, but also suppress random noise. More 
surprisingly, the reflectors in the middle red box are also clearer and more continuous. 
Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show the predicted data for the RTM and NLLSRTM images. Comparing the two 
sets of shot records with the processed records in Figure 5.15, it can be seen that the predicted data 
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for NLLSRTM have more events that are closer to the true records than the predicted data of the RTM 
image; the events are also stronger. However, both sets of predicted data are weaker than the true 
records. Thus, although the NLLSRTM image more accurately fits the data for this example, it still 
leaves a considerable residual. 
 
Figure 5.14 Original preprocessed shot gathers. (A) The 1
st
, (B) 50
th
, (C) 100
th
 and (D) 143
rd
 shots. 
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
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Figure 5.15 The same shot records as in Figure 5.14, but after partial compensation from 3D to 2D. (A) 1
st
, (B) 
50
th
, (C) 100
th
 and (D) 143
rd
 shots. 
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Figure 5.16 The source wavelet used in the migrations. 
 
Figure 5.17 Migration velocity model. 
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Figure 5.18 The weighting function used to weight the residual of NLLSRTM during each iteration. 
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Figure 5.19 RTM images of the field data. This is generated by stacking all the individual images from 143 shots 
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Figure 5.20 RTM image after applying Laplacian filtering to the raw image in Figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.21 Spatial low-cut filtered image of Figure 5.20. The filter removed wavenumbers below 0.01 1/m. 
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 Figure 5.22 NLLSRTM image using 143 shots. 
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Figure 5.23 NLLSRTM image in Figure 5.22 after Laplacian filtering 
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Figure 5.24 NLLSRTM image with a roughness constraint. 
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Figure 5.25 NLLSRTM image in Figure 5.24 after Laplacian filtering. 
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Figure 5.26 Predicted shot gathers of the RTM image. (A) 1
st
, (B) 50
th
, (C) 100
th
, and (D) 143
rd 
shots. The amplitudes in the 
gathers are plotted at the same level as the records in Figure 5.15. 
(A) (B) 
(C) (D) 
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Figure 5.27 Predicted shot gathers of the NLLSRTM image. (A) 1
st
, (B) 50
th
, (C) 100
th
, and (D) 143
rd 
shots. The amplitudes in 
the gathers are plotted at the same level as the records in Figure 5.15. 
5.3 Summary and Discussion  
In this chapter, we have used RTM, MLSRTM and NLLSRTM on two datasets. The results show that 
MLSRTM and NLLSRTM have several advantages compared to RTM. First, both MLSRTM and NLLSRTM 
(A) (B) 
(C) (D) 
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provide improved resolution compared with RTM. This is mainly because of the deconvolution 
imaging condition that is implicitly applied in the two LSRTM algorithms. Second, both MLSRTM and 
NLLSRTM attenuate migration artefacts, most of which are caused by incompleteness of the data and 
noise. Although the artefacts can also be reduced in RTM by using more shots and increased coverage, 
the results of MLSRTM and NLLSRTM are still superior to those of RTM. High-wavenumber artefacts 
in the images of MLSRTM and NLLSRTM can also be suppressed by applying roughness constraint in 
the inversion. The main disadvantage of MLSRTM and NLLSRTM is that they require significantly more 
computation than RTM. 
Despite the quality of the NLLSRTM image of the field dataset, a large residual of about 60% 
remained after the inversion. There are four possible main reasons for this: 
1. The algorithm uses a 2D acoustic wave equation, whereas the data are intrinsically 3D in nature. 
This introduces significant errors in amplitudes and waveforms, even with the application of a partial 
compensation. 
2. The velocities used were not accurate enough. The velocity model was converted from a TTI (Tilted 
Transverse Isotropy) velocity model for TTI RTM, which will cause significant errors in the migration 
inversion. 
3.  The acoustic wave equation in the NLLSRTM algorithm cannot accurately model the elastic media 
with the effects of attenuation and anisotropy. 
4. Noise can degrade the convergence as for these data it is mostly incoherent and the inversion 
algorithm cannot fully suppress it. Consequently, a part of noise will be kept in the residual 
throughout all of the iterations.  
The first three concerns can potentially be resolved by implementing more accurate modelling 
algorithms and velocity models. The fourth issue may be mitigated with better acquisition and, or, 
improved preprocessing. 
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6 Conclusions  
6.1 Summary 
Migration is one of the key techniques to extract reflectivity information. Conventional migration 
methods employ an adjoint operator to achieve these objectives. However, adjoint operators can 
only correctly calculate the traveltimes of waves and the positions of reflectors, and do not preserve 
amplitudes. In addition, most migration algorithms use a crosscorrelation imaging condition, which is 
the adjoint of convolution and can be treated as a part of the adjoint operator: as a result they have 
limited resolution and give inaccurate amplitudes image. In order to obtain a high-resolution image 
that has accurate amplitudes, it is necessary to apply an inverse operator instead of an adjoint 
operator for migration. LSM is one of the migration methods that uses an inverse operator. RTM uses 
two-way wave equations to propagate the wavefield, and can therefore properly deal with all 
frequencies, dips and any velocity variations (Bayal et al., 1983; McMechan, 1983; Whitmore, 1983; 
Zhang et al., 2007a; b). Integration of RTM into the least-squares inversion framework yields LSRTM, 
which combines all of the advantages of LSM and RTM, notwithstanding the associated increase in 
calculation cost. 
In this thesis, we have successfully implemented LSRTM in two schemes, namely MLSRTM and 
NLLSRTM (Yao and Jakubowicz, 2012a; b; c). Generally, previous research in this area has 
implemented the forward modelling and adjoint migration in two separate subroutines, before using 
linear inverse schemes, such as conjugate-gradient methods, to implement LSRTM. During the 
inversion, the modelling and adjoint migration subroutines replace the X  and X  in the 
steepest-descent scheme (Table A.3) or the conjugate-gradient scheme (Table A.4) respectively. 
However, to ensure convergence, the two subroutines have to be conjugate-transpose (adjoint) to 
one other (Nemeth et al., 1999; Kühl, and Sacchi, 2003). This can be confirmed using a dot-product 
test. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to design two subroutines that satisfy this property and if the 
two subroutines are not adjoint, the inversion will not converge. In order to satisfy this requirement 
for linear LSRTM, we explicitly form the modelling operator in a matrix, and then calculate the adjoint 
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migration operator as the conjugate-transpose of the modelling matrix. Consequently, our first 
LSRTM scheme, MLSRTM, is guaranteed to converge (Yao and Jakubowicz, 2012a; b). However, this 
method entails large computer memory costs and is currently impractical for 3D data. In order to 
reduce memory requirements whilst still ensuring convergence, we directly treat the inversion 
process as minimisation of an objective function, which in this thesis is the ' norm of the residual 
between the predicted and observed data. We then derive the gradient of the objective function. The 
objective function is a convex function, and the data and the reflectivity model have quasi-linear 
relationship. Consequently, non-linear gradient inversion methods, like the non-linear 
steepest-descent method, can iteratively minimise the objective function using the gradient. This 
leads to the second scheme, NLLSRTM (Yao and Jakubowicz, 2012c; 2013). 
The synthetic data examples of the point diffractors and layered medium demonstrate that both 
MLSRTM and NLLSRTM can produce better images in terms of fewer artefacts, higher resolution and 
more accurate amplitudes than GDM and RTM. One explanation of this is that GDM or RTM is 
equivalent to the result of the first iteration of MLSRTM or NLLSRTM and the subsequent iterations 
simply improve the image. More interestingly, incorporating a roughness constraint into MLSRTM and 
NLLSRTM can mitigate spatial aliasing and enable MLSRTM and NLLSRTM to tackle the problem of 
coarse data sampling. This is because the aliasing artefacts have higher wavenumber than the images, 
and the roughness constraint penalises high-wavenumber components in the inverted images. In 
addition, the tests on migration with inaccurate velocities both show that MLSRTM and NLLSRTM are 
sensitive to velocity errors but still produce better images than GDM and RTM. 
The Marmousi example also demonstrates that MLSRTM and NLLSRTM can produce images superior 
to GDM and RTM. More interestingly, RTM with sufficient shots also can generate high quality images. 
This suggests that with sufficient data, an adjoint operator is a good approximation to the 
corresponding inverse operator. However, even with sufficient data, LSRTM still produces higher 
quality images than RTM, for example, at the reservoir boundary. 
The field data example further demonstrates that NLLSRTM can produce higher quality images than 
RTM for field data. These results show that NLLSRTM can mitigate artefacts and produce more 
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continuous reflectors. Unfortunately, in this case the residual still remains at around 60%. There are 
several possible reasons for this. First, our NLLSRTM is implemented in the 2D space, whereas the 
field data are naturally 3D, and even after partial compensation, NLLSRTM still cannot accurately 
simulate the compensated data. Second, the velocity model was converted from a TTI velocity model 
because our NLLSRTM is based on isotropic media, and this could introduce further errors. Third, the 
acoustic wave equation in the NLLSRTM algorithm cannot accurately model elastic media where the 
effects of attenuation and anisotropy may be considerable. Finally, noise also degrades the quality of 
images. 
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
All of the synthetic and field data examples presented for MLSRTM and NLLSRTM demonstrate the 
power of these schemes. However, both can be future improved. 
6.2.1 Improvement to MLSRTM 
Although, MLSRTM is a theoretically pertinent method, it is impractical because of computer memory 
requirements. Consequently, reducing these requirements is a key research direction for future 
investigations. Apart from using a sampling rate near to half of the Nyquist frequency for imaging 
together with a limited number of frequencies, there are two possible ways of reducing the memory 
cost.  
The first is to write a more sophisticated and streamlined program to save memory. Multi-shot 
surveys have large folds of coverage. Consequently, the matrix operator in Equation 3.6 that maps 
reflectivity to data has many Green’s functions repeated within it. To cut down the memory cost, the 
Green’s function of the receivers and shots of each position can be stored just once into the matrix, 
which is distributed into the nodes of clusters, and the product of the Green’s function of each pair of 
a source and a receiver, computed directly instead of storing the precomputed product into the 
matrix. Moreover, the matrix size can be reduced further. Because of limited recording time, a 
Green’s function of a source or a receiver does not have to cover the whole model. This further 
reduces the space required store the matrix.        
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Second, it may be possible to apply data compression algorithms to shrink the size of the matrix. 
However, the matrix is not sparse but dense. As a result, algorithms that are suitable for dense 
matrices are needed. 
6.2.2 Improvement to NLLSRTM 
Our implementation of NLLSRTM could also be improved. First, more advanced gradient inversion 
techniques could be used to speed up convergence. Currently, the steepest-descent, BB and 
conjugate-gradient methods are used in NLLSRTM. The steepest-descent method has the slowest 
convergence rate among all gradient inversion techniques. The other two methods are much more 
efficient than the steepest-descent method but can be further speeded up. The Hessian matrix (Ren 
et al., 2011), which contains the curvature information of the objective function, could be used to 
achieve faster convergence. However, the full Hessian matrix could be very large and its inverse is 
difficult to calculate. Fortunately, its approximation can be efficiently constructed using the gradient 
vectors. One method called limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) quasi-Newton method (Nocedal, 1980) is 
particularly suitable for NLLSRTM. This is because the method only needs to store gradients for a few 
iterations and does not explicitly form the Hessian matrix. It is also well-suited to 3D models. 
Second, the scattering theory employed in our NLLSRTM is imperfect. The current program uses first 
order scattering, i.e. the Born approximation. However, the Born approximation is only valid for weak 
scattering. In the real world, boundaries with strong impedance contrasts reflection coefficients that 
are a function of the incident angle resulting in AVO (Amplitude Versus Offset Variations), and can 
also significantly change the direction and energy of the incident and transmitted waves. 
Consequently, if the first-order scattering and angle-independent reflectivity is used in the forward 
modelling for a model including strong contrasts, it can introduce large errors in the predicted data. 
This in turn could lead to degraded accuracy in the final image. Consequently, it could be useful to 
generate angle gathers, which include AVO. Moreover, NLLSRTM including a higher-order scattering 
modelling operator may handle multiples, especially surface related multiples.  
Third, a 3D acoustic modelling operator including anisotropy could easily be integrated into the 
current 2D implementation of NLLSRTM. This will address both the propagation differences between 
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2D and 3D wavefields and the anisotropic nature of the real world. These are likely to be the two 
most significant improvements for field data.    
6.2.3 Migration Velocity Update 
Besides improving the quality and efficiency of imaging, there is also potential for using NLLSRTM to 
update the migration velocity model. There are two reasons for this. First, NLLSRTM is sensitive to the 
velocity errors. To see this, we use the synthetic three-layer model in Chapters 3 and 4. The survey 
parameters are kept the same, except using 7 shots, which are located at 50 m, 200 m, 350m, 500 m, 
650 m, 800 m and 950m, instead of 3 shots. The value of the objective function, which is the ' 
norm of the residual, is plotted against velocity errors in Figure 6.1. The graph shows the residual 
reaches a minimum when the migration velocity is accurate. This supports the suggestion that it is 
possible to refine migration images and update migration velocity together. 
 
Figure 6.1 Curve of the normalised residual against velocity errors. The maximum normalised residual, 
1, is corresponding to the (Þ norm of the observed data.  
Second, the gradient of the objective function of NLLSRTM (Equations 4.5 and 4.6) is very similar to 
the gradient of full-waveform inversion (FWI) (Virieux and Operto, 2009) given by 
¨2#6
_¨2#6 = W1∑ 2%'2#612#,%; #*612#,%; #,6∆2#,,%; #*6 2,            (6.1) 
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where  is the slowness, 12#,%; #*6 is the source Green’s function, 12#,%; #,6 is the receiver 
Green’s function, ∆2#,,%; #*6 is the residual, † represents complex conjugate, and #*, #, and 
# are respectively the position of the source, receiver and image point. Comparing Equation 6.1 with 
Equation 4.5 shows the difference between the two gradients is just the scalar, 2%'2#6.  
Although the gradients of LSRTM and FWI share similar formation, they produce significantly different 
results. The most important reason for this is that different types of data are used by the two 
algorithms. LSRTM deals with reflections while FWI prefers transmitted waves. Looking at Equation 
6.1, we expect that FWI also should work for reflection data. Unfortunately, if reflections dominate 
the input data, FWI fails. However, FWI has been successful for transmitted waves. Based on the 
geometries of current seismic surveys, FWI with transmitted waves can only recover up to the depth 
of few kilometres. However, geophysicists hope FWI can provide deeper velocity model for migration. 
Owing to the limitations imposed on seismic survey by bandwidth and cable length, only reflections 
can provide the velocity information at larger depths. Consequently, inversion of reflection data using 
FWI is becoming an interesting topic. Xu et al. (2012) present seismic reflection FWI (SRFWI) with true 
amplitude migration (Zhang and Sun, 2008) and validate the combination. The key idea in Xu et al.’s 
work is to fix reflectivity and then only invert the background velocity. To do this, Xu et al. derived a 
gradient for reflection FWI given by 
_¨2#6 = ∑ ∑ 32%'2#6 4 12#,, %; #612#, %; #.; #*6+12#,, %; #.; #612#, %; #*65
 ∆2#, , %; #*66#e ,       (6.2) 
where  is the background velocity, 
12#,%; #.; #*6 = k12#,%; #.62#.612#., %; #*6#.             (6.3) 
and 
12#, , %; #.; #6 = k12#, , %; #.6	2#.612#., %; #6#..            (6.4) 
In Equations 6.3 and 6.4, r is the reflectivity at x.. Comparing Equation 6.2 with Equation 6.1, it can 
be seen that the reflection gradient is decomposed into two terms. The first term calculates the 
gradient between the source and reflectors while the second computes the gradient between the 
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receiver and reflectors. The benefit of doing this is that it separates the reflector from the 
background velocity.  
 
Figure 6.2 Contribution to the gradients of classical FWI and SRFWI (Equations 6.1 and 6.2 ) of a trace with the 
source location at 2.5 km on the surface, and receiver location at 12.5 km on the surface. The source signature 
is a Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency at 6 Hz and the background velocity is 2 km/s. Two signals are 
considered as residuals: a direct wave and a reflected wave for a reflector at 5km depth. (a) Contribution of the 
direct wave to the gradient of FWI; (b) Contribution of the reflected wave to the gradient of FWI; (c) 
Source-reflector contribution of reflected wave to the new gradient (Equation6.2); (d) Source-reflector-receiver 
contribution of reflected wave to the new gradient. (Xu et al., 2012) 
To verify if the new gradient works for reflection data, Xu et al. used the example in Figure 6.2. here a 
line reflector is embedded at the depth of 5 km on a constant background of 2 km/s. A source is 
located at 2.5 km on the surface while a receiver is fixed at 12.5 km on the surface. With conventional 
FWI, the gradient for direct (transmitted) waves is shown in Panel A while the gradient of the 
reflection is displayed in Panel B. By contrast, with the reflection FWI, the gradient of the source term 
is shown in Panel C while the gradient of both the source and receiver terms is shown in Panel D. As 
can be seen from the figure, conventional FWI may not work for reflection, but the reflection FWI has 
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potential to update velocity using reflections. 
Xu applied a true amplitude RTM algorithm proposed by Zhang and Sun (2008) to produce reflectivity. 
If NLLSRTM is used to generate reflectivity, then it has huge potential to sharpen the migration image 
as well as update background velocity. In our view, this will be the most significant future research 
direction. 
Conventional FWI and reflection FWI attempt to minimise the difference between the predicted and 
observed data. Because the wavefront is oscillating. This causes a fundamental problem of FWI called 
“cycle-skipping”, and results in local minima in the inversion (Shah et al., 2010). Attempts to mitigate 
this problem include multi-scale inversion (Bunks et al., 1995) and phase unwrap (Shin and Min 2006; 
Shah et al., 2012). However, these methods only partially solve the problem. An alternative to 
velocity updating is migration velocity analysis (MVA). One method of MVA is wave-equation 
migration velocity analysis (WEMVA) is attracting increased attention from geophysicists (Symes and 
Carazzone, 1991; Shen et al., 2005; Symes, 2008; Biondi and Almomin, 2012).  The key idea of 
WEMVA is to optimise the migration image by updating the velocity model. Since WEMVA optimises 
the migration image, it updates velocity in the image domain while FWI is implemented in the data 
domain. The biggest advantage of updating velocity in the image domain is that the objective 
function is more quadratic than in the data domain. Consequently, WEMVA is more likely to converge 
to the global minimum.    
One popular method of WEMVA is called differential semblance optimisation (DSO) proposed by 
Symes and Carazzone (1991). The principle of DSO is to migrate each shot individually and then 
produce the image in either the subsurface offset domain or the local angle domain. If the migration 
velocity is accurate, then the image should either focus around zero-offset in the subsurface domain 
or flatten the data in the angle domain (Symes and Carazzone, 1991). The DSO objective function can 
be expressed as a least-squares formulation given by 
φ26 = ‖ℎ:2G, ℎ6‖'                               (6.5) 
where  is the slowness, ℎ is subsurface half-offset and : is the image and calculated using 
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Equation A3.1.  The gradient of Equation 6.5 can be expressed as 
Ë92¨6_¨ = ` _Û_¨f ℎℎ	:2G, ℎ6,                           (6.6) 
where 
_Û_¨ can be calculated using a technique called the “adjoint state method” (Plessix, 2006). 
With this method, Shen et al. (2005) showed that the gradient can be calculated with four wavefield 
continuations: first, downward continuation of source and record to produce the source and receiver 
wavefields; second crosscorrelation of the two wavefields to produce images in the subsurface offset 
domain; third upward continuation of the images to generate the adjoint  source and receiver 
wavefields; finally, summation of the two crosscorrelations of the source wavefield with the ajoint 
source wavefield and the receiver wavefield with the adjoint receiver wavefield (Figure 6.3). 
Using WEMVA to update migration velocity could provide more accurate velocity for NLSLRTM and is 
also an important research direction for future works.   
 
Figure 6.3 Flowchart of computing the gradient of the objective function Equation 6.5. Adapted from the 
presentation of Shen et al. (2005)   
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Appendix 1 Numerical Differentiation 
In a wave equation, such as Equations 2.1 and 2.2, the main operators are the partial derivatives of 
the wavefields with respect to time and space. The cost and accuracy of calculating the derivatives 
directly affects the efficiency and effectiveness of RTM. Currently, these most popular and efficient 
methods for this are finite-difference and pseudospectra methods. 
A1.1 Finite-Difference Methods 
Finite differences are the oldest and simplest methods for numerically calculating the derivative of a 
function. There are three types of finite differences,	∆:: 
1) Forward difference: ∆:2G6 = :2G + ∆G6 − :2G6; 
2) Central difference: ∆:2G6 = :2G + 0.5∆G6 − :2G − 0.5∆G6; 
3) Backward difference: ∆:2G6 = :2G6 − :2G − ∆G6. 
When divided by ∆G, a finite difference becomes the ‘difference quotient’, ∆;2L6∆L  (Bradie, 2006), 
which in turn can be used to approximate the derivative of a function :2G6 with respect to G.  
In RTM, solving Equations 2.1 and 2.2 is the same as either solving the wave equation 
^∇' − CQo _o_zoi (2#, 56 = 82562# − #*6,                       (2.6) 
where 8256 is the source, or solving the first-order wave-equation system, 
³_J_z = C´ ∇(																																																			_±_z = µ∇ ∙ J + ¶´ 2# − #*6 k 82S6SzY    ,                   (2.7) 
where ( is pressure , J is the vector of particle velocity, R is density, and µ is the bulk modulus.  
In general, a second-order central finite difference is used to calculate the derivative of wavefields 
with respect to 5. The first-order derivative can be expressed as 
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_±2z6_z ≈ ±2zlY.Ð∆z6B±2zBY.Ð∆z6∆z .                                (A1.1) 
Similarly, the second-order derivative becomes 
_o±2z6_zo ≈ ±2zl∆z6B'±2z6l±2zB∆z6∆zo  .                             (A1.2) 
The accuracy of the spatial derivatives can be improved using high-order finite differences. In general, 
high-order finite-difference approximations of the first and second derivatives for the standard grid 
can be expressed as 
_±2L6_L ≈ C∆L ∑ ¼T(2G + ∆G6½T¾B½                           (A1.3) 
 and 
_o±2L6_Lo ≈ C∆Lo ∑ ¼T(2G + ∆G6½T¾B½ ,                        (A1.4) 
where ¼T is the finite-difference coefficients and can be obtained using Taylor expansion (Liu and 
Sen, 2009). Appendix 2 shows how to derive the coefficients. The following table lists the coefficients 
for finite differences up to 8th-order accuracy as calculated using Equation A2.9 and A2.17.  
Derivative 
Order 
Accuracy 
Order 
Index of Stencil 
−4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 
1 
2 
   
−1/2 0 1/2 
   
4 
  
1/12 −2/3 0 2/3 −1/12 
  
6 
 
−1/60 3/20 −3/4 0 3/4 −3/20 1/60 
 
8 1/280 −4/105 1/5 −4/5 0 4/5 −1/5 4/105 −1/280 
2 
2 
   
1 −2 1 
   
4 
  
−1/12 4/3 −5/2 4/3 −1/12 
  
6 
 
1/90 −3/20 3/2 −49/18 3/2 −3/20 1/90 
 
8 −1/560 8/315 −1/5 8/5 −205/72 8/5 −1/5 8/315 −1/560 
Table A.1 The central finite-difference coefficients for high-order accuracy. 
For example, from Table A.1, the 4th-order finite-difference approximation for the second derivative 
can be written as 
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2(2G6G2 ≈ 1∆G2 ^− 112 (2G − 2∆G6 + (2G + 2∆G6 + 43 (2G − ∆G6 + (2G + ∆G6 − 52 (2G6i.  (A1.5) 
In addition, the high-order finite-difference approximation of the first-order derivative for the 
staggered grid (Levander, 1988) which allocates differential variables, like pressure and particle 
velocity on different geometrical positions and is discussed in Section 2.1, can be expressed as  
_±2L6_L ≈ C∆L =∑ ¼T >−( ÍG − ∆L' 22 − 16Î + ( ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 16Î?½T¾C @.          (A1.6) 
The mathematical derivation of the values of ¼T  can be found in Appendix 2. The values of ¼T	calculated using Equation A2.24 are listed in Table A.2.  
Derivative 
Order 
Accuracy 
Order 
Index of Stencil 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 
4 1.1250 -0.0417 
  
  
6 1.1719 -0.0651 0.0047 
 
  
8 1.1963 -0.0798 0.0096 -0.0007   
10 1.2112 -0.0897 0.0138 -0.0018 0.0001  
 
12 1.2213 -0.0969 0.0174 -0.0030 0.0004 -0.00002 
Table A.2 High-order finite-difference coefficients of the first-order derivative for a staggered grid.  
A1.2 Pseudospectral Method 
The pseudospectral method (Kosloff, D. and E. Baysal, 1982) is an alternative to using high-order finite 
differences. This technique exploits of the Fourier transform. For example, the n-th time derivative of 
a wavefield, (, can be expressed as 
ℱ ^×(256z× i = 2h%6Tℱ(256,                                   (A1.7) 
where	ℱ	denotes the forward Fourier transform and h	is √−1. 
Equation A1.7 provides an alternative to using finite differences calculating a derivative. In particular, 
to calculate the -th derivative of	(256, first, Fourier transform (256, then multiply by	2h%6T	, and, 
finally, inverse Fourier transform the result. Equation A1.7 is accurate for a continuous function. For a 
discrete series, the pseudospectral method can accurately calculate the derivative of each frequency 
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component up to the Nyquist frequency. For example, the first derivative of a wavefield along 
the	G	axis can be calculated using 
_±2L6_L = ℱBChL:(2G6,                                (A1.8) 
where		ℱ	and		ℱBC	are respectively the forward and inverse Fourier transform. Similarly, the second 
derivative of wavefields along the	G	axis can be implemented as 
 
_o±2L6_Lo = ℱBC−L':(2G6.                              (A1.9) 
Note that, as expected, Equation A1.9 is equivalent to two applications of Equation A1.8. 
A1.3 Examples 
In this section, a Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency of 20 Hz and sample interval of 5 ms (Figure 
A.1) is used to demonstrate how finite-difference and pseudospectral methods can be used to 
calculate derivatives.   
 
Figure A.1 Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency of 20 Hz. 
The results of using 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th -order accuracy finite-difference and pseudospectral methods 
to calculate the first-order and second-order derivatives are shown in Figures A.2 and A.3. It can be 
seen that the pseudospectral method can achieve an essentially error free result. By comparison, 
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although the finite-difference results are approximate, the higher the order of the finite-difference 
scheme, the more accurate the calculation. The main reason why finite-difference methods cannot 
achieve complete accuracy is the use of a truncated Taylor expansion. However, while Figures A.2 and 
A.3 demonstrate that the lower-order finite-difference results are worse than those for the higher 
orders, they do not show how the errors vary with frequency.  
Applying the forward Fourier transform to Equations A1.5 and A1.6 gives 
h(ª26 ≈ C∆L ∑ ¼T(ª26WmT∆Ln½T¾B½ ,                       (A1.10) 
and 
−'(ª26 ≈ C∆Lo ∑ ¼T(ª26WmT∆Ln½T¾B½ .                    (A1.11) 
Removing	(ª26	from Equations A1.10 and A1.11, applying Euler’s formula, and recognising that 
¼T = −¼BT  for the first-order derivative and ¼T = ¼BT  for the second-order derivative (see 
Appendix 2), then 
 ≈ C∆L ∑ ¼T8@2∆G6½T¾Y ,                            (A1.12) 
and 
−' ≈ C∆Lo ∑ ¼T¼82∆G6½T¾Y .                         (A1.13) 
Equations A1.12 and A1.13 show how finite differences can be used to approximate		h	and	−', 
which are in turn the exact operators for the first and second-order derivatives in the frequency 
domain. Furthermore, the polynomials on the right sides of these equations are just approximations 
to the left sides. As a result, because finite differences truncate the series on the right, they cannot 
provide accurate derivatives. In the Ricker wavelet example, the sampling interval is 5 ms, so that the 
Nyquist frequency is 100 Hz. Plotting Equations A1.12 and A1.13 for this case up to 100 Hz gives 
Figures A.4 and A.5 and illustrate the following: 
1) The errors of finite-difference methods increase at higher frequencies. Moreover, the 
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lower-order finite-differences are less accurate than higher-order finite-differences. 
2) The pseudospectral method has smaller errors than finite-difference methods and is 
essentially exact up to the Nyquist frequency.  
3) The errors of finite-difference methods for the first-order derivative are greater than those 
for the second-order derivative. 
Transforming the results into the frequency domain, subtracting them from the analytical solution 
and normalising gives the relative errors as a function of frequency (Figures A.6 and A.7) and leads to 
the same conclusions. From the two pictures, the same conclusions can be drawn as above. The 
accuracy of the finite-difference methods varies with frequency. The inaccuracy of finite differences 
causes numerical dispersion, which means different frequencies appear to travel at different speed. 
Analysing the wave equation in a discrete finite-difference form, it can be seen that high frequency 
components travel slower than low frequency components; therefore, a wavelet dragging a long high 
frequency tail propagates in a model (Liu and Sen, 2009).  
 
Figure A.2 The first derivative of a Ricker wavelet in Figure A.1 using various orders of finite 
differences. The box in bottom right is an enlarged version of the smaller box in the bottom 
centre of the figure. 
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Figure A.3 The second derivative of a Ricker wavelet in Figure A.1 using various orders of 
finite differences. The box in bottom right is an enlarged version of the smaller box in the 
bottom centre of the figure. 
 
Figure A.4 The amplitude of the operators of pseudospectral and various orders of finite 
differences for calculating the first-order derivative. The red line which indicates the 
amplitude of the exact operator is almost overlapped by the cyan line. 
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Figure A.5 The amplitude of the operators of pseudospectral and various orders of finite 
differences for calculating the second-order derivative. The red line which indicates the 
amplitude of the exact operator is almost overlapped by the cyan line. 
 
Figure A.6 The relative errors for the first derivative of the 20Hz Ricker wavelet as 
calculated using the pseudospectral method, together with finite differences with 
different orders. 
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Figure A.7 The relative errors for the second derivative of the 20Hz Ricker wavelet 
as calculated using the pseudospectral method, together with finite differences 
with different orders. 
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Appendix 2 Finite-Difference Coefficients (Liu and Sen, 2009) 
A2.1 High-Order Finite-Difference Coefficients 
Coefficients for the First-Order Derivative 
Applying the Fourier transform and its phase shift property to Equation A1.3, 
_±2L6_L = C∆L ∑ ¼T(2G + ∆G6½T¾B½ ,                         (A1. 3) 
where ∆G is the step length and ¼T is the coefficient, we can get 
h(ª26 = C∆L ∑ ¼T(ª26WmTn∆L½T¾B½ ,                        (A2.1) 
where h	is √−1 and		is the wave number. 
Removing (ª26 and applying	Wm+ = cos, + h sin , on Equation A2.1, then we have 
h∆G = ∑ ¼T2cos∆G + h sin∆G6½T¾B½ .                  (A2.2) 
The summation of real and imaginary parts on two sides of Equation A2.2 must be equal to each 
other. Thus Equation A2.2 can be split into an equation system with two equations: 
3 0 = ∑ ¼T cos ∆G½T¾B½∆G = ∑ ¼T sin∆G½T¾B½ .                              (A2.3) 
Since cos2−G6 = cos2G6 and sin2−G6 = −sin2G6, ¼BT = −¼T  and ¼Y = 0, hence both the left 
and right sides of the first equation in (A2.3) equal zero. Consequently, the equation system (A2.3) 
becomes 
∆G = 2∑ ¼T sin∆G½T¾C .                               (A2.4) 
Expanding the 8@W function into a Taylor series, Equation A2.4 becomes 
∆G = 2∑ ¼T ∑ 2BC6¤bs2'¨BC6! 2∆G62'¨BC6lì¨¾C½T¾C .               (A2.5) 
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Changing the two summation order in Equation A2.5 gives 
∆G = ∑ '2BC6¤bs2'¨BC6! ∑ ¼T2∆G62'¨BC6½T¾Clì¨¾C .                (A2.6) 
To form a finite-difference with 2· order accuracy (2ΔG'½6), only requires	 ≤ ·. Thus, Equation 
A2.6 becomes 
02∆G62'½BC6 +⋯+ 02∆G62'∙'BC6 + 2∆G62'BC6 = ∑ '2BC6¤bs2'¨BC6! ∑ ¼T2∆G62'¨BC6½T¾C½¨ ¾C .    (A2.7) 
Now, in Equation A2.7, the summation of all 2∆G62'¨BC6 items on the left side must equal the 
summation of all 2∆G62'¨BC6	items at right side. Consequently, Equation A2.7 can be transformed 
into an equation system with · equations given by 
ÆÇÈ
ÇÉ ∆G = 2∑ ¼T2∆G6½T¾C 																				0 = BC ∑ ¼T2∆G6½T¾C 										⋮																																																		0 = '2BC6Ebs2'½BC6! ∑ ¼T2∆G6'½BC½T¾C
.                        (A2.8) 
Removing the ∆G and constant coefficients before the summation symbol from the left and right 
sides, then one can get 
ÆÈ
É0.5 = ∑ ¼T½T¾C 												0 = ∑ ¼T½T¾C 							⋮																								0 = ∑ ¼T'½BC½T¾C
.                                   (A2.9) 
Solving equation system (Equation A2.9), we can obtain the finite-difference coefficients with the 
2·th order accuracy for the first order derivative (Table A.1 P153).   
Coefficients for the Second-Order Derivative 
In the similar way, we can derive the 2· order accuracy finite-difference coefficients for the 
second-order derivative. Firstly, applying the Fourier transform and its phase shift property to 
Equation A1.4, 
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_o±2L6_Lo = C∆Lo ∑ ¼T(2G + ∆G6½T¾B½ ,                        (A1.4) 
where ∆G is the step length and ¼T is the coefficient, we can get 
−'(ª26 = C∆Lo ∑ ¼T(ª26WmTn∆L½T¾B½ ,                     (A2.10) 
where h is √−1 and  is the wave number. 
Removing (ª26 and applying 	W+ = cos, + h sin , to Equation A2.10 gives 
−2∆G6' = ∑ ¼T2cos∆G + h sin∆G6½T¾B½ .               (A2.11) 
The summation of real and imaginary parts in each side of Equation A2.11 must be equal to each 
other. Thus Equation A2.11 can be split into an equation system with two equations: 
3−2∆G6' = ∑ ¼T cos∆G½T¾B½														0 = ∑ ¼T sin∆G½T¾B½ .                         (A2.12) 
Since cos2−G6 = cos2G6 and sin2−G6 = −sin2G6, ¼BT = ¼T, and both the left and right sides of 
the second equation in (A2.12) equal zero. Consequently, the second equation in Equation A2.12 can 
be removed and the equation system (A2.12) becomes 
−2∆G6' = 2∑ ¼T cos ∆G + ¼Y½T¾C  .                    (A2.13) 
Expanding the cos function into a Taylor series and changing the summation order, Equation A2.13 
becomes 
−2∆G6' = ¼Y + 2∑ ¼T½T¾C + 2∑ 2BC6¤2'¨6! ∑ ¼T½T¾Clì¨¾C 2∆G62'¨6.      (A2.14) 
To form a finite-difference with the 2·th order accuracy, it only needs  ≤ ·. Thus, Equation A2.14 
becomes 
02∆G62'½6 +⋯+ 02∆G62'∙'6 − 2∆G62'6 + 02∆G62'∙Y6 = ¼Y + 2¼T½T¾C + 2 
2−16¨226! ¼T
½
T¾C
½
¨¾C 2∆G62'¨6 
 .  (A2.15) 
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Now, the summation of all the	2∆G62'¨6 items on the left side in Equation A2.15 must equal the 
summation of all the 2∆G62'¨6 items on the right side. As a result, Equation A2.15 can be 
transformed into an equation system with · + 1 equations given by 
ÆÇÇ
È
ÇÇÉ
0 = ¼Y + 2∑ ¼T½T¾C 															−2∆G6' = −∑ ¼T2∆G6'½T¾C 																						0 = CC'∑ ¼T2∆G6[½T¾C 							⋮																																												0 = 2 2BC6E2'½6! ∑ ¼T2∆G6'½½T¾C
  .               (A2.16) 
Removing the ∆G and constant coefficients before the summation symbol from the left and right 
sides, then gives 
ÆÇÈ
ÇÉ0 = ¼Y + 2∑ ¼T
½T¾C1 = ∑ ¼T'½T¾C 								0 = ∑ ¼T[½T¾C 								⋮																								0 = ∑ ¼T'½½T¾C 					
  .                                  (A2.17) 
Solving Equation A2.17, we can obtain the finite-difference coefficients with 2·-order accuracy for 
the second order derivative (Table A.1).   
Coefficients of the First-Order Derivative for Staggered Grid 
As the derivation in previous two sections, we can derive the 2·th order accuracy finite-difference 
coefficients of the first-order derivative for staggered grid. Firstly, applying the Fourier transform and 
its phase shift property to Equation A1.6, 
_±2L6_L = C∆L =∑ ¼T >−( ÍG − ∆L' 22 − 16Î + ( ÍG + ∆L' 22 − 16Î?½T¾C @,    (A1.6) 
where ∆G is the step length and ¼T is the coefficient, gives 
h(ª26 = C∆L 4∑ ¼T(ª26 ÍWm∆o 2'TBC6n − WBm∆o 2'TBC6nÎ½T¾C 5,            (A2.18) 
where h	is √−1 and		is the wavenumber. 
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Removing (ª26 and applying	Wm+ = cos, + h sin , to Equation A2.18,  
h∆G = 2h∑ ¼T8@ `∆L' 22 − 16f½T¾C .                     (A2.19) 
Expanding the	8@W	function into a Taylor series, Equation A2.19 becomes 
∆G = 2∑ ¼T ∑ 2BC6¤bs2'¨BC6! `∆L' 22 − 16f2'¨BC6lì¨¾C½T¾C .        (A2.20) 
Changing the two order of the summations in Equation A2.20 gives 
∆G = ∑ 2BC6¤bs2'¨BC6!∑ ¼T2∆G22 − 1662'¨BC6½T¾Clì¨¾C .         (A2.21) 
To form a finite-difference with 2·th order accuracy only requires  ≤ ·. Thus, Equation A2.21 
becomes 
02∆G62'½BC6 +⋯+ 02∆G62'∙'BC6 + 2∆G62'BC6 = ∑ 2BC6¤bs2'¨BC6!∑ ¼T22 − 16∆G2'¨BC6½T¾C½¨ ¾C .    
(A2.22) 
Now, in Equation A2.22, the summation of all 2∆G22 − 1662'¨BC6 terms on the left side must 
equal the summation of all 2∆G22 − 1662'¨BC6	terms on the right side. Consequently, Equation 
A2.22 can be transformed into an equation system with · equations, given by 
ÆÇÈ
ÇÉ ∆G = ∑ ¼T22 − 16∆G½T¾C 																												0 = BCF ∑ ¼T22 − 16∆G½T¾C 																⋮																																																																0 = 2BC6Ebs2'½BC6! ∑ ¼T22 − 16∆G'½BC½T¾C
.             (A2.23) 
Removing the ∆G and constant coefficients before the summation symbol from the left and right 
sides, then gives 
  
ÆÇÈ
ÇÉ 1 = ∑ ¼T22 − 16½T¾C 											0 = ∑ ¼T22 − 16½T¾C 									⋮																																											0 = ∑ ¼T22 − 16'½BC½T¾C
.                          (A2.24) 
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Solving the equation system given by Equation A2.24 gives the finite-difference coefficients with the 
2·-th order accuracy of the first order derivative for staggered grid (Table A.2).   
A2.2 Stability Conditions 
Ignoring the source term in Equation 2.10 and setting	5 = @∆5, G = ?∆G, I = ∆I, ℎ = ∆G = ∆I, 
 = ∆zQ©  and applying the Fourier transform and the phase-shift property of the Fourier transform to 
the G, I coordinates, Equation 2.10 becomes 
/,¨lC = 2 + 2'2∑ 2¼T¼82ℎ6½T¾C + ¼Y6/,¨ − /,¨BC,      (A2.25) 
where  is wavenumber. 
Setting 
	G = 2 + 2'2∑ 2¼T¼82ℎ6½T¾C + ¼Y6                    (A2.26) 
and K,¨lC = /,¨ , then we can obtain an equation system 
3/,¨lC = G/,¨ − K,¨K,¨lC = /,¨ + 0K,¨ .                                 (A2.27) 
Equation A2.27 can be written in a matrix format 
=/,¨lCK,¨lC@ = ^G −11 0 i =/,¨

K,¨ @.                             (A2.28)     
The eigenvalue of 	^G −11 0 i is 
NC,' = H±√HoB['  .                                    (A2.29) 
If the system (Equation A2.28) is stable, then the absolute value of the eigenvalues, NC,' must be less 
than 1. This leads to two situations: first, if G' − 4 < 0, then NC,' = H±m√[BHo' , and JNC,'J = 1. In this 
situation, the system is stable; second, if	G' − 4 ≥ 0, then NC,' = H±√HoB[' , and JNC,'J = KH±√HoB[' K. 
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The solution may be unstable in the second of these cases.  
Consequently, the stability condition is 
G' − 4 < 0.                                          (A2.30) 
Substituting Equation A2.26 into Equation A2.30 gives 
2 + 2'2∑ 2¼T¼82ℎ6½T¾C + ¼Y6' − 4 < 0.              (A2.31) 
If the system given by Equation A2.31 is stable for the Nyquist wavenumber, then it should be stable 
for all small wavenumbers. Since the Nyquist wavenumber is  = \©, ¼82ℎ6 is −1 for an odd 
number of , or 1 for an even number of . In addition, ¼Y and other even numbers of ¼T are 
negative and all odd numbers of ¼T are positive. Consequently, Equation A1-31 becomes 
2 + 2'2∑ −|¼T|½T¾B½ 6' − 4 < 0.                      (A2.32) 
This leads to the final stability condition 
 <  '∑ |×|E×LbE ,                            (A2.33) 
or 
∆5 < ©Q¤Ä '∑ |×|E×LbE ,                           (A2.34)  
where {¨L is the maximum velocity in the velocity model.  
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Appendix 3 Angle-Dependent Common-Image Gathers 
Because reflectivity is a function of reflection angle, it is helpful to generate common-image-point 
gathers (CIGs) for AVO (Amplitude versus Offset) analysis. Moreover, the flatness of CIGs is a measure 
of the accuracy of the migration velocity, represents the accuracy of the migration velocity, hence 
CIGs are also important for migration velocity analysis. Since RTM is implemented shot by shot, it is 
difficult to obtain CIGs which retain information on the surface offset. Rickett and Sava (2002) 
proposed a method of generating local offset-domain common-image-point gathers (ODCIGs) for 
shot-profile migration using the equation, 
:2G, ℎ, I6 = ∑ ∑ (*2G − ℎ, I, %, 86(,2G + ℎ, I, %, 86* ,         (A3.1) 
where ℎ is the local half-offset and ∑ 	* is a sum over all shots. 
Similarly, for RTM, ODCIGs can be expressed as 
:2G, ℎ, I6 = ∑ ∑ (*2G − ℎ, I, 5, 86(,2G + ℎ, I, 5, 86z* ,           (A3.2) 
which is equivalent to Equation A3.1 but expressed in the time domain. 
Fourier transforming Equation A3.2 with respective to ℎ and I  then gives the image in the 
wavenumber domain, :2G, ©, M6. Since 
tan 	 = − n¦n,                                         (A3.3) 
where 	 is the reflection angle, the image can then be transformed into :2G, 	, M6 and this in turn 
can be used to generate local angle-domain common-image-point gathers ADCIGs using an inverse 1D 
Fourier transformation along M  (Weglein and Stolt, 1999; Sava and Fomel, 2003). A similar 
approach can also be used to generate azimuthal ADCIGs for 3D data. 
We will now demonstrate the 2D version of the above method using the three-layer model shown in 
Figure 2.7A. The survey configuration is kept the same as that of the examples in Section 2.3 except 
31 shots are fired every 50 m from 250 m to 1750 m in order to obtain a sufficient range of angle 
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information. Figure A.8A shows the ODCIG at G = 1000 m obtained using Equation A3.2, while 
Figure A.8B shows the ADCIG using Equation A3.3 for the same location. In this case, the biggest 
incident angles for the first and second reflectors are respectively 36.9o and 23.2o. Figure A.8B shows 
that the ADCIG has a similar range of angles for both reflectors, and beyond these angles the images 
only contain low-wavenumber artefacts. As a result, stacking the ADCIGs (Figure A.9B) produces 
low-wavenumber artefacts, which are even stronger than the artefacts in the zero-lag 
crosscorrelation image (Figure A.9A). However, this can be suppressed by muting the high angle 
energy (Figure A.10A). The result can also be further improved by applying a high-pass filter that 
mutes the wavenumber less than 1/100 1/m (Figure A.10B).  
 
Figure A.8 Common image gather (CIG) at N = ÓÒÒÒ	m of 30 shots. (A) Offset-domain CIG (ODCIG). (B) Angle 
domain CIG (ADCIG) converted from the ODCIG in (A). 
 
Figure A.9 (A) Zero-lag crosscorrelation stacked image of the 30 shots. (B) The image obtained from 30 
(A) (B) 
(A) (B) 
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shots by stacking all the ADCIGs from -90
o
 to 90 
o
. 
 
Figure A.10 (A) the image by stacking all high angle muted ADCIGs of the 30 shots and (B) the image with a 
further High- passe filter with a cut-off wavenumber of 0.001 1/m on the image (A) . 
In addition to removing low-wavenumber artefacts, another important function of ADCIGs is to 
assess the accuracy of migration velocity models. If the migration velocity is too low, then the source 
and reflection waves do not reach the reflector position at the correct traveltimes, and the angle 
gathers will curve upwards (Figure A.11A). The lower the velocity, the more curved the gather. On the 
other hand, if the migration velocity is too high, the waves will pass beyond the reflector and the 
angle gathers will curve downwards (Figure A.11B). The shape of the ADCIGs therefore provides a 
means of assessing velocity errors. 
 
Figure A.11 A ADCIG of the 30 shots at N = ÓÒÒÒ m migrated with incorrect migration velocity. (A) 5 % lower. (B) 5 % 
higher.  
(A) (B) 
(A) (B) 
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Appendix 4 Least-Squares Inversion 
Although most geophysical problems are nonlinear, approximations (linearisation) can convert some 
of them into linear problems. For example, the Born approximation can be used to linearise migration. 
In this chapter, I present the principles of least-squares inversion together with the steepest-descent 
and conjugate-gradient solution methods for linear problems. 
A4.1 Principles 
A linear geophysical modelling process can be described by a linear system as 
 = XV,                               (A4.1) 
where	 corresponds to the observed data,	V	is a matrix containing the parameters of a geophysical 
model and	X	denotes the linear modelling operator that maps 	V	to	. The aim of geophysical 
inversion is to find V	using the inverse of the modelling operator. In practice the adjoint of the 
modelling operator is often used as an approximation to its inverse. Although approximate, this has 
some advantages. This is because the adjoint operator tolerates imperfections in the data and does 
not demand that the data provide full information (Claerbout, 1992). The adjoint process can be 
expressed as 
V = X,                            (A4.2) 
where	 is the symbol of conjugate transpose. 
However, the adjoint of an operator usually is not the same as its inverse, except in the special case 
where the operator is unitary (Riley et al., 2006). Thus, it is necessary to implement the full inversion 
to achieve a more accurate result. In general provided Equation A4.1 is not underdetermined, the 
unique generalised inverse of	X	can be found as a least-squares solution. 
The goal of least-squares inversion is to find a model that describes the data, such that the objective 
function, $2V6, given by 
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$2V6 = ‖ − XV‖',                            (A4.3) 
is a minimum. This then means that the model satisfies 
		_2V6_V = _BXVÙBXV_V = 0,                      (A4.4) 
which is equivalent to  
XXV−X = 0,                              (A4.5) 
where 	 denotes conjugate transpose. 
As a result, the least-squares solution of	Equation A4.1 can be expressed as 
V = XXBCX.                              (A4.6) 
In general, the solution to Equation A4.5 is unstable. Equation A4.6 also does not have a unique 
solution in cases where Equation A4.5 is an ill-posed (ill-conditioned) system where a small change in 
 can lead to large changes in V (i.e. the solution is unstable). This can be determined from the 
condition number which is the ratio of square root of the largest and smallest singular values of X. A 
large condition number usually causes the inversion unstable and gives an inaccurate solution. In 
practice, if single-precision float-point arithmetic is used, then inversion may have not accurate digit 
in the solution for systems which have a condition number greater than 10CF (Aster et al., 2005). This 
can be avoided by imposing additional constraints, which bias the solution, to stabilise the inversion 
process. Such a process of adding constraints is referred to as regularisation (Aster et al., 2005). One 
regularisation method which is widely used in geophysical inversion is Tikhonov regularisation. This 
involves modifying the objective function Equation A4.3 to 
$2V6 = ‖ − XV‖' + N'‖LV‖',                    (A4.7) 
where	N'	is called the regularisation parameter, damping parameter or Tikhonov factor, and can be 
determined using the L-curve method (Aster et al., 2005) or other methods, and	P	is the Tikhonov 
regularisation matrix. Minimising the objective function given by Equation A4.7 is equivalent to 
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solving 
X = XX+ N'LLV,                          (A4.8) 
or 
` XNPf `Òf = ` XNPf ` XNPfQ,                        (A4.9) 
where	` XNPf	and	` XNPf	are expanded matrices, in which the matrix NP is placed below the matrix	X 
(Tarantola, 1987). 
A4.2 Implementation 
If  is the recorded seismic data,	V	is the subsurface reflectivity and	X	denotes the modelling 
operator to map	V	to	, solving Equation A4.1 in a least-squares sense is referred to as least-squares 
migration (LSM). Inverting a large matrix needs massive computation and an explicit matrix 
formulation for seismic modelling is usually unavailable for LSM. Fortunately, an iterative method, 
such as conjugate-gradient (CG), steepest-descent (SD) and other gradient techniques, can avoid 
these problems because it does not need to form an explicit matrix for modelling; it can find an 
approximate solution more efficiently than other methods of inverting the matrices. We will now 
describe the CG and SD techniques in more detail. 
A4.2.1 Steepest-Descent Method  
The key feature of the steepest-descent method is that it updates the model along the 
steepest-descent direction (the direction opposite gradient) of the objective function in each 
iteration. This is done in two main steps. In the first step, the direction of the steepest descent is 
calculated. The objective function given by Equation A4.3 or A4.7 represents a scalar field for which 
gradient of the scalar field indicates the direction of the greatest increase in the field. One way of 
quickly finding the minimum of a function is to search the function in the direction opposite to 
gradient, which indicates the greatest decrease direction. This is therefore referred to as the 
steepest-descent direction and is given by  
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u2V6 = − 		_2V6_V = X − XXV.                    (A4.10) 
In the second step, the step length α is found by applying a line search along the steepest-descent 
direction. If the updated model VC reaches the minimal point in the steepest-descent direction, the 
derivative of the objective function with respective to		α	should be equal to zero, hence 
		_2Vs6_ = ^		_2Vs6_Vs i Vs = 0.                       (A4.11) 
Since 
 VC = VY + )uY,                                 (A4.12) 
substituting Equations A4.12 and A4.10 into Equation A4.11 then gives 
) = uÙuuÙXÙXu.                                     (A4.13)  
Multiplying both sides of Equation A4.12 by −XX	and adding , then the residual u	can be 
expressed in a recursive form as 
	uC = uY − αXXuY.                              (A4.14)  
Combining these steps results in the algorithm of the steepest-descent method shown in Table A.3. If 
the equation system has constraint terms as in the case of Equation A4.8,	X and	 are replaced by 
` XNPf	and	`Òf	 respectively. 
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Table A.3 Pseudocode for the steepest-descent method.  
The above derivation of the steepest-descent method assumes a linear process and the method may 
fail when the objective function is not quadratic. In this case, the scheme in Table A.3 then needs to 
be revised. First, the steepest-descent direction u	 is no longer given by the residual (Equation A4.10 
or A4.14) and should be replaced by the direction which is opposite to the gradient of the objective 
function. Second, the step-length can no longer be calculated using Equation A4.13 and should be 
replaced by a general line search. A scheme for non-linear steepest-descent inversion will be 
described in Section 4.2.3. 
We will now give two examples to demonstrate the steepest-descent method and its properties. The 
first example is a linear system with two variables given by 
^6233i = ^10 2−3 8i ^C'i.                          (A4.15)  
In this case, the objective function corresponding to Equation A4.3 has two variables and the function 
can be plotted as a parametric surface as shown in Figure A.12. As can be seen, the shape of the 
objective function is like a bowl, the lowest point of which is the solution of Equation A4.15.  
uY = X − XXVY;	@ = 0;	STUVW2@ < G@(6	X T = XXu  
            QlC = Q + αY;  
            ulC = u − αT; 
             @ = @ + 1; 
 XZW 
                                      α = uÖÙuÖuÖÙP ; 
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Figure A.12 Surface and contour plot corresponding to the objective function for Equation A4.15. VÓ and VÞ represent the two variables in the system. The red colour means high value and blue for low value. 
If the initial model is chosen as 
VY = −40 45, 
then the update path is shown by the red line in Figure A.13A. After seven iterations the model 
becomes V = 5.0001 6.0003 
and after twenty iterations it is 
V'Y = 4.99999999999996 6.00000000000004. 
The corresponding errors of V	and V'Y	are respectively 1.32x10B	and		2.79x10B'. However, if 
VY = 40 45 
is chosen as the starting model, then the model update path is as shown in Figure A.13B. In this case 
the model becomes 
V = 4.9993 6.0019 
after seven iterations and 
V'Y = 5.000000000008 6.000000000008 
after twenty iterations, and the corresponding errors are 4.01x10BF	 for V and 1.29x10B'' for 
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V'Y.  
 
Figure A.13 Contours of the objective function and the model update path of the steepest-descent method for 
Equation A4.15 with two different starting models: (A)	VÒ = −[Ò	[\] and (B) 	QÒ = [Ò	[\^. The green circle 
indicates the solution. VÓ and VÞ represent the two variables in the system. The colour of the contours indicates 
the value of the objective function, red for high value and blue for low value. 
The second example is also a two-variable linear equation system and is given by 
^6263i = ^10 23 8i ^C'i.                           (A4.16)  
The search path for the initial model 
VY = −40 45 
is shown in Figure A.15A. After 7 iterations the model becomes  
V = 4.74513 6.85667 
while after 20 iterations it changes to  
V'Y = 4.99973 6.00024 
The errors in these results are respectively 0.799 and 1.30x10B. If the starting model is chosen as 
VY = 40 45, 
(A) (B) 
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then the model update path is as shown in Figure A.15B. After 7 iterations the model becomes 
V = 4.999992 6.00001 
 and after 20 iterations it is 
V'Y = 4.999999999999998 6.000000000000004. 
 The corresponding errors are 1.86x10BCY	 and 2.29x10B'_, respectively.
 
Figure A.14 Surface and contour plot corresponding to the objective function for Equation A4.16. VÓ and VÞ represent the two variables in the system. The red colour means high value and blue for low value. 
 
Figure A.15 Contours of the objective function and the model update path of the steepest-descent method for Equation 
A4.16 with two different starting models: (A)	QÒ = −[Ò	[\^ and (B)	QÒ = [Ò	[\^. The green circle indicates the 
solution. The axes C and ' represent the two variables in the system. The colour of the contours indicates the 
value of the objective function, red for high value and blue for low value. 
These examples illustrate the following: first, the speed of convergence is much faster for early 
(A) (B) 
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iterations than later iterations. This exposes an important weakness of the steepest-descent method, 
namely that the rate of convergence decreases as the solution approaches convergence. Second, the 
convergence speed is also dependent on the initial model. In particular, convergence is most rapid 
when the starting model is located where the gradient is steepest. Third, if X has a big condition 
number, or in other words the equation system is ill-posed, the steepest-descent algorithm converges 
slowly, even misconverge. 
A4.2.2 Conjugate-Gradient Method 
The fundamental idea of conjugate-gradient methods is to find a linear combination of a set of search 
directions (vectors) to form the model error. The search direction is XX-orthogonal to all the 
previous residuals and search directions whilst the residual is orthogonal to all the previous residuals 
and search directions. 
For simplicity, we will limit our discussion to the conjugate gradient method of Scales (1987). This is 
illustrated in Table A.4, where 	VY is an initial model, u is the residual vector, â is the search 
vector constructed from the conjugation of the residuals, and	) is the search step-length. As in the 
preceding section, for a regularised system (Equation A4.8), X  and 	  are substituted by 
` XNPf	and	`Òf	, respectively. 
 
Table A.4 Pseudocode for a conjugate-gradient method. 
`0 = − AQ0; 			Y0 = X†`0; 					a0 = XY0; 			b0 = Y0;				δnew = Y0†Y0;	
@ = 0;	
STUVW2i < G@(6	X	
											α = δ*fg
aa 												QlC = Q + αb; 			`lC = ` − αa; 					YlC = X`lC;	
											δwh = δ*fg; 							δ*fg = YlC YlC; 				β = δ*fgδwh ;												blC = YlC + βb; 				alC = XblC;	@ = @ + 1	XZW 
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The linear conjugate-gradient method cannot be directly used to minimise a non-quadratic objective 
function. Like the non-linear steepest-descent method, the gradient needs to be calculated from the 
objective function and the step length is found with a line search. The algorithm for a non-linear 
conjugate-gradient method will be described in Section 4.2.3. 
We will now compare the conjugate-gradient and steepest-descent methods using the same 
examples and initial models as in the previous section. For the first example, if the initial model is 
−40 45 , it becomes 4.999999999999996 6.000000000000000  after two iterations 
(Figure A.16A) and has a error is	1.97x10B'_. If the initial model is set as	40 45, the model 
becomes 4.999999999999993 6.000000000000002  after two iterations and has an 
error	of	5.36x10B'_ (Figure A.16B). 
For the second example, if the initial model is −40 45, then after two iterations the model 
becomes 4.999999999999993 6.000000000000014  (Figure A.17A) with an error of 
2.52x10B'/. If the initial model is −40 45, then after two iterations the model becomes 
5.000000000000004 6.000000000000002  with an error of 	2.29x10B'_ (Figure A.17B).      
 
Figure A.16 Contours of the objective function and the model update path of the conjugate-gradient method for 
Equation A4.15 with two different starting models: (A)	VÒ = −[Ò	[\]and (B)	VÒ = 	[Ò	[\]. The green circle is 
the solution. The axes, C and ' represent the two variables in the system. The colour of the contours 
indicates the value of the objective function, red for high value and blue for low value. 
(A) (B) 
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Figure A.17 Contours of the objective function and the model update path of the conjugate-gradient method for Equation 
A4.16 with two different starting models: (A)	VÒ = −[Ò	[\] and (B)	VÒ = [Ò	[\]. The green circle is the solution. 
The axes, C and ' represent the two variables in the system. The colour of the contours indicates the value of 
the objective function, red for high value and blue for low value. 
 
As can be seen, the conjugate-gradient method needs just two iterations to find the solution for a 
two-variable linear equation system. More generally, for a linear system with n variables, the 
conjugate-gradient method converges in no more than n iterations. Furthermore, the inversion 
continues to converge rapidly after the first few iterations, unlike the steepest-descent method, 
which converges slowly as the solution approaches the minimum. In addition even for an ill-posed 
system, which has a large condition number, conjugate-gradient methods still are likely to converge at 
the minimal point.  
A4.3 Summary 
In this appendix, we have reviewed the steepest-descent and conjugate-gradient inversion algorithms 
and demonstrated that both methods can be highly efficient. In general, for a linear system, 
conjugate-gradient methods are much faster than steepest-descent methods. Nevertheless, 
steepest-descent methods are still attractive, especially for non-linear problems where the 
conjugate-gradient method can lose the conjugate property of the search direction thereby 
significantly reducing the convergence speed even to the speed of steepest-descent methods.  
(A) (B) 
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Appendix 5 Gradient and Step-Length of NLLSRTM 
A5.1 Gradient of the Objective Function  
Recall the objective function given by Equation 4.14 
$:2#6 = ∑ ÍC'#;Ý `d­2#,6 − d­Y2#,6f#'Î .                   (A5.1) 
Expanding the right hand side of Equation A5.1 gives  
.  (A5.2) 
Substituting d­2#,6	with h%1­,:2#61­*Ü then gives 
.  
(A5.3) 
Since		:2#6 is a real number, Equation A5.3 can be written  
$:2#6 = ∑ C' =−h%1­,:2#61­*Ü;Ý ;Ý h%1­,:2#61­*Ü + h%1­,:2#61­*Ü;Ý ;Ýd­Y2#,6−d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý h%1­,:2#61­*Ü + d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­Y2#,6 @ .   (A5.4) 
$:2#6 =12 = d­2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­2#,6 − d­2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­Y2#,6−d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­2#,6 + d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­Y2#,6@ 	
																			= 12 =−h%1­,:2#61­*Ü;Ý ;Ý h%1­,:2#61­*Ü + h%1­,:2#61­*Ü;Ý ;Ýd­Y2#,6−d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý h%1­,:2#61­*Ü + d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­Y2#,6 @  
$:2#6 =12#;Ý `d­2#,6 − d­Y2#,6f#' 	
																			= 12 ^;Ý `d­2#,6 − d­Y2#,6fi ^;Ý `d­2#,6 − d­Y2#,6fi 	
																			= 12 = d­2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­2#,6 − d­2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­Y2#,6−d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­2#,6 + d­Y2#,6;Ý ;Ý d­Y2#,6@  
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Consequently, the gradient of the objective function	$:2#6	with respective to	:2#6 can be 
expressed as 
. 
(A5.5) 
If no weighting is applied in the inversion, then ;Ý  is an identity matrix, and the gradient becomes       
_iÛ2#6_Û2#6 = W ∑ h%1­*Ü ^1­, `h%1­,:2#61­*Ü − ÜY2#,6fi .      (A5.6) 
A5.2 Optimum Step-Length	 
Using Equations A5.5 and A5.6, the gradient of the objective function can be calculated, the opposite 
direction of which is the steepest-descent direction and indicates the direction to find the minimum 
point. However, so far we have not known how long the inversion should search along the 
steepest-descent direction to obtain the optimum step length. Since the reflectivity model should be 
updated along the steepest-descent direction (Equation 4.7), then the objective function becomes a 
function of	), which is	$2:2#6 + )6 and schematically drawn as the red curve in Figure A.18. After 
the previous iteration, the model is at point A. To calculate the value of the objective function for a 
particular ) needs forward modelling, and it is impractical to try every )	to search the minimum of 
the red curve. Assuming the objective function can be approximated by a quadratic function, then 
$:2#6:2#6 =
 ∑ 12 =−h%1­,†:2#61­*†Ü†;Ý †;Ý h%1­,:2#61­*Ü + h%1­,†:2#61­*†Ü†;Ý †;Ý d­Y2#,6−d­Y†2#,6;Ý †;Ý h%1­,:2#61­*Ü + d­Y†2#,6;Ý †;Ý d­Y2#,6 @ :2#6 	
																					= 12 =−2h%1­,†1­*†Ü†;Ý †;Ý h%1­,:2#61­*Ü + h%1­,†1­*†Ü†;Ý †;Ý d­Y2#,6−d­Y†2#,6;Ý †;Ý h%1­,1­*Ü @ 	
																					= 12 j−h%1
­,†1­*†Ü†;Ý †;Ý `h%1­,:2#61­*Ü − d­Y2#,6f +`−h%1­,†:2#61­*†Ü† − d­Y†2#,6f;Ý †;Ý h%1­,1­*Ü k 	
																					=  W ^−h%1­,†1­*†Ü†;Ý †;Ý `h%1­,:2#61­*Ü − d­Y2#,6fi 	
																					= W  h%	1­*Ü ^1­,†;Ý †;Ý `h%1­,:2#61­*Ü − ÜY2#,6fi  
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this can be described by a parabola, which is illustrated as the black curve in Figure A.18 and 
approximates to fit the true objective function, the red curve. The minimum point of the parabola is 
point	0.. The value of		)	corresponding to point	0. is treated as the best step-length to get the 
minimum value of the objective function with respect to	). One method called “secant method” can 
efficiently achieve this (Rajaraman, 2006). This can be expressed as 
 
Figure A.18 Line search of secant method. The red curve is the objective function, the minimum of which is indicated by 
point . According to the values of objective function and its gradients at point X and l, a parabola can be calculated, 
the minimum point of which is m.. Point m on the red curve has the same distance from the vertical axis as point m.. 
Secant method treats point m as the minimum point of the red curve.    
) = )C −  sB o~2 s6B~2 o6$.2)C6,                   (A5.7) 
where )C and )' are two different step-length; $.2)C6 and $.2)'6 are the first derivatives of 
the objective function with respect to )C and )', respectively. Equation A5.7 can be used to 
calculate the best step-length		). However, one more problem should be solved: calculate $.2)C6 
and $.2)'6. The calculation can be done as follow: 
 ,        (A5.8) 
$2:2#6 + )6) = =$2:2#6 + )62:2#6 + )6 @
 2:2#6 + )6) 	
																																= =$2:2#6 + )62:2#6 + )6 @
  
 
 - 
0 ) 
$2)6 
0. 
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where  is opposite to the gradient of the objective function in the current iteration. 
So far we have known how to find the best step-length		) using “secant method”. According to 
Equations A5.7 and A5.8 and A5.6, two forward modelling and two adjoint migration are needed to 
find		). Once the gradient of the current model is calculated, we can use the gradient to calculate the 
first-order derivative of the objective function with respect to		) = 0. Consequently, in one iteration, 
it is necessary to carry out two forward modelling and two adjoint migration. 
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